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Winter  food  h ikes  e th  • ar  on  e way  
OTTAWA (CP) The level at the same time last The index is based on a mers to raise fluid milk beef prices. This puts the they jumped by 2.8 per cent would be greater if apples The beard recommends annual autumn drop in food 
prices has. ended, says the . The board blames the in- 68grocery items in 60 super- 
federal anti-inflation board, crease on higher prices for markets across Canada. 
In its monthly report on beef, pork, oranges and most Milk costs were up one per 
food prices, the board says fresh vegetables. The only cent during October. The 
its foodat-home price index ' bright spots in the food doard attributed this in- 
Jumped during October by survey were a decline in the crease to a decision of the 
1.9 per cent. The index now price of apples and late- Ontario Milk Marketing 
stands 16.5 per cent above its season vegetables. Board allowing dairy far- 
year. survey of a typical basket of . prices by two cents a quart 
Oct. 1. 
Although retail beef prices 
have not climbed back to 
zheir mid-summer peak 
prices, there was a 5.8-per- 
cent jump in prices for the 
month, due mainly to higher 
live cattle and wholesale 
I 
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beef component of the index during October. 
4l.S per cent higher thanone Tl~e board blames ad- 
year ago. vanees in the price of ira- 
Pork prices have also risen ported oranges-combined 
substantially, partly because with the low value of the 
consumers are buying pork Canadian dollar-- for most 
as a beef substitute, of October's 2.9 per cent 
Although pork prices jump in fresh-fruit prices. 
traditionally fall in autumn, It says the price increase 
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move 
again 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  Is- !~  
raeli Foreign Minister / 
Meahe Dayan said Monday 
"considerable progress" has 
been made toward a peace 
treaty with Egypt, 
"As. far as we are con- 
eerned, I see no reason, no , ,~  
obstacle for not reaching an 
agreement," Daynn said ' i~  
after a 90-minute session !~!i! 
with ff.S. State Secretary 
Cyrus Vance on a treaty text. /~; ii; 
With the negotiations 
apparently hack on course, 
Vance scheduled a separate ~ 
meeting with the Egyptian ~!  
delegation headed by 
Defence Minister Kamal 
Hsssan All. And U.S. and 
Israeli legal experts met to 
discuss treaty language. 
In talking with reporters, 
Daysn defended Israel 's.  
decision to "thicken" Jewish 
settlements on the West 
Bank of the Jorda~.River..-~ 
move that has drawn sharp 
public criticism from the 
Carter administration. 
"We don't hink the settle. 
ments are illegal," Dayan , 
said. "We don't think the 
settlements are an obstacle 
to peace. 
"And I myself think that 
whenever we see Jews 
settling on the ground 
without driving away a 
single Arab, bringing 
prosperity to the area, 
becoming farmers, 
producing agr icu l tura l  
products, I think it is a great 
blessing." 
Postal  
workers 
adamant 
OTTAWA (CP) - -The  
Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers has no intention of 
nominating a person to assist 
mediator-arbitrator Lucien 
Tremblay in settling the 
government's contract 
dispute with the union, 
CUPW president Jean- 
Claude Parrot said Monday. 
Ed Broadbent, leader of 
the New Democratic Party, 
had asked, Acting Labor 
Minister Andre Ouellet last 
week if he would appoint a 
union nominee and n post 
office nominee to work with 
Trembiay, 
Ouellet said last week and 
again Monday the idea had 
merit, But the nominees 
would only be advisors and 
Tremblay would have the 
final word on the new 
collective agreement if a 
negotiated settlement could 
not he reached. 
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Having a safe Hallowe'en is all part of the fun. 
This youngster tries his skill at making a jack-o- 
_ - ~ ~ : f  "~: 
lantern during the recreation department's 
par ty  in the arena banquet  room on Sunday. 
Mortgage defaulting 
said on the increase 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Mor- Ownership Plan (AHOP)in 
tgage defaults under a the first eight months this 
federal program aimed at year stood at 826, up from 265 
providing housing for low- in all of 1977. 
and middle-income But Urban Affairs 
Canadians are rising Minister Andre Onellet said 
rapidly, prompting the Monday these defaults 
opposition in Parliament o represent an "infinitesimal" 
blame the government for proportion of the thousands 
trying to provide homes for of loans made under the 
persons who can't afford program. 
them. 
Jean Pigott (PC--Ottawa. Officials at Central 
Carleton), party housing Mortgage and llousing 
critic, has released figures Corporation (CMHCL who 
showing that defaults under provided the figures for 
the Assiste<.! Home Pigott, say most of the 
ii i i  
Mall opens Wednesday 
with Dyeore panels, which are g-foo't 
thick slabs, four feet wide and 20 feet 
high. There is only one other 
shopping centre in northern B.C. 
constructed with this material, he 
said. 
MacKay said there were 12 major 
subcontractors working on the mall . '  
There were about 175 workers in- 
volved in the construction. They 
worked five days a week and 7~/z 
hours a day, 
The mall is 1,000 feet long and 250 
feet wide. It is situated on nine acres 
of land and has 600 parking spaces. 
l i 
defaults apply Io those who the program first started in 
obtained AHOP loans when 1973. 
AI MacKay was smi l ing on 
Wednesday, Nov. 25 
Mter six months of working as job 
superintendant on the Skeena Mall, 
his work was completed and he was 
going home. MacKay works for E.S. 
Martin of Mississauga, Ont,, the 
contractor for the mall. 
Work on the mall was begun early 
in April and, except for the big 
problem of getting material here  
from the east and the United States, 
the construction went smoothly, he 
said. • 
The outside of the mall is finished 
i 
School  board sees 
two seats contested 
Residents of Terrace 
apparently are satisfied with 
the present members of 
school board, as not one 
person came forward 
Monday to challenge the 
three incumbent members of 
Terrace District 88 school 
board. 
As a result Nun Harrison, 
Joyce Krause and Dennis 
Brewer will serve another 
two year term as trustee of 
the school board. All are 
from Terrace and represent 
the District of Terrace on the 
school board. 
In Stewart two residents 
are seeking the one seat 
available. Both Ben Burgess 
and Darlena Cornell filed 
nomination papers at the 
municipal building in 
Stewart on Monday. Election 
will be held Nov. 18. 
llazeltown bus three 
persons seeking the seat 
available frmn tha! area. 
had not dropped in price by 
10.4 per cent as the new 
harvest came on the market. 
Fresh vegetabJe prices 
were up 3.6 per cent. This 
increase also was attributed L 
to the low buying power of 
the Canadian dollar for 
imported vegetables. 
consumers take advantage 
of cheap apples to bring 
down the cost of its weekly 
nutritious diet. 
The diet, which fulfills all 
nutrition requirements for a 
family of four, now costs 
$53.85. Last year the same 
diet cost $48.49. 
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RUPERT STEEL& SALVIBE LTD. 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL  M ETALS & BATTER I ES 
MON.- SAT, 
OPEN TiL 6 p.m. • 
Location Seal Oovo Phone 624-663 
CONSTITUTION 
Premiers ask 
Those funning are Linda 
McDonald, Allan Mason and 
Helen Roisum. 
James Angus was ac- 
claimed to the board from 
the Kitwanga area and will 
serve a two-year term. 
IN TER R,4 C E 
caution 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The con- 
stitution should not be 
hurriedly changed solely as 
a move to convince 
Quebecers to stay in ~2on- 
federation, the premiers told 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
Monday. 
In their opening 
statements at a three.day 
constitutional conference, 
the premiers agreed with 
Trudeau that the 1867 British 
North America Act needs 
revision to better eflect he 
realities of today's Con- 
federation. 
But no unrealistic or arbi- 
trary deadline should be im- 
posed, the premiers' aid. 
In a sometimes sarcastic 
tone, Trudeau referred to 
Quebec Premier Rene 
Levesque, his desire for 
independence from Canada 
and what he called the 
urgent need for con- 
stitutional change to provide 
Quebecers with a new 
federalist option before the 
reteiehdum~/: ~ ,' : . . . . . . . .  
New Brunswick Premier 
Richard Hatfield, usually 
one of Trudeau's trongest 
allies among the premiers, 
testily replied: 
"I disagree we have a 
deadline--the date of the 
referendum inQuebec or the 
next Quebec election." 
A new constitution must 
respond to all Canadians, 
said the Progressive Con- 
servative premier whose 
government was just 
returned to power in a pro- 
vincial election. 
Another Conservative pre- 
mier, Manitoba's Sterling 
Lyon agreed. 
Quebec must be shown 
English-Canadians are open 
to changes but "for 
~1anitobans, there is no 
magic in the date of July 1, 
1979," Lyon said referring to 
the deadline Trudeau has set 
for changes to the Senate and 
Supreme Court of Canada. 
Progressive Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark, an ob- 
server at the conference, 
said Lyon and Hatfield 
"properly replied sharply to 
the confrontative ' tone of 
Trudcau." 
"It would be dangerous to 
establish an artificial air of 
urgency," Clark said. 
Ontario Premier Bill 
Davis appeared the most 
eager of the provincial 
leaders to establish some 
deadline for constitutional 
change, lle suggested 
revisions could be completed 
in about two years. 
Davis and Nova Scotia 
Premier John Buchanan 
both noted that con. 
stitutional change is not the 
gravest problem facing Ca- 
nadians. 
There are some deeply felt 
grievances in many parts of 
the country but the divisions 
are not as bad as Trudeau 
claims, Davis said. 
Premier' Buchanan, a 
rookie at federal-provincial 
conferences, concurred: 
"We'delude ourselves if we 
think that satisfaction ofde. 
mands respecting con- 
stitutional or human rights 
matter very much to the 
man in any province in 
Canada who is unemployed 
for months each year. In his 
mind, the constitutional 
questions will take second 
.place in the struggle to feed, 
clothe and educate his 
family." 
Dayan said the set- 
tlements i sue was discussed 
with the Egyptians at a two- 
hour face-toface meeting 
Sunday. But he said the issue 
was not discussed with 
Vance and other U.S. offi- 
cials. 
Regarding the peace 
treaty, Dayan said: "On the 
really tough issues, I think 
we are about o solve them." 
But he tempered this 
optimistic forecast by saying 
he did not know whether 
there would be an agreement 
soon. Dayan seemed to 
suggest it was up to the 
Egyptians. 
DAVID SERRY 
Serry issues 
a challenge 
Mayor George Them will face an election 
challenge come Nov. 18 from David Serry, a 
Kitimat realtor who fried his nomination papers 
Monday. 
Thorn has served two terms as Mayor of 
Kitimat and has suggested that there is still a 
greag deal he can accomplish for the city of 
Kitimat. 
His first accomplishment, contrary to what 
had been expected, will to be to get re-elected. 
All three aldermen were acclaimed for 
another two year term. Included are Laurie 
Leblanc, Margaret Frances Busehert and 
Gernot Patzelt. 
No great interest was expressed in the up- 
coming municipal elections as all four seats on 
school board were also won by acclamation. 
Serving for another two years will be Hans 
Brown, Beverly Rodrigo, Chee Ling and 
Margaret Gibson. 
There are 4,959 registered voters in Kitimat 
this year and increase over the 4,720 registered 
last year. 
i 
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No dirth of c tndidates 
There cer ta in ly  is no lack of cand idates  for the 
three ava i lab le  seats  on the Distr ict  of Ter race  
council• 
Nine pers°ns  sul)mitted nominat ion papers  
Monday for the elect ion to be held Nov. 18 here. 
Inc luded in the group are  all incumbent  
a ldermen,  Vic ,loll iffe, Bob Cooper and Dav id  
Rease.  
The s ix cha l lengers  for council seats  include: 
Marguer i te  C iarkson who is p rogram ad- 
min is t ra tor  for the , lobs Creat ion Branch here in 
Ter race ,  Pau l  Johnston,  4625 Graham Ave, a 
construction worker,  Lri l ian Farkvam,  4913 Ga i r  
Ave., an instructor a t  Northwest  Communi ty  
College, A lbert  W. Purschke ,  owner  of A l 's  Shoe 
Store and other rea l  estate  holdings within 
Terrace,  Juan i ta  Hatton, co-ord inator  of the 
Golden Rule employment  agency,  and L i ly  
Mar ie  Nielsen, 3734 Sparks  St., who l ists herse l f  
as a domest ic  engineer.  
There are  4,451 reg is tered  voters  who are  
el igible to vote at  the Nov, 18 election. This 
represents  an increase  of some 150 over  las t  
year.  
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terrific 
I Misses 2 Tone Ladies and Teens i 
Ski Jacket Pile Lined_., 
100 percent Nylon. Navy & Red, Winter  Boot 
':., t.t. ~1,.,,! .J?. r,j;~v,/. White & Beige. 
S.M.L. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $21.88 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
18. °° 
Cougar Country Brand. Sizes 6. 
10. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $14.77 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
11. °° 
Men's Ski Suits 
Assorted Styles and Colours. 
Sizes S.M.L. 2 Piece. 
Our Woolv,;orth Reg. Price $59.97 
Our Woolworth Sate Price 
Ladies instructor 
Length Ski Jacket 
Sizes S, M & L. Colors: Green, 
Navy, Brown, Blue. 
Our Woolworlh Reg. Price $15.76 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
48. ,°s I 12. es 
Men's 
Down Jacket 
3 C0tours. 70 percent down, 30 
percent feathers• Sizes S, M, L, 
XL. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $39.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
31.8 s 
Ladies Bomber 
Style Parka 
Fur trimmed hood. Sizes S, AA & 
L. Navy, Black, Blue. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price 37.16 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
28. es 
Boy's 
Snowmobile Suits 
Sizes 7.16. One Piece 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $27.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
Boys Jackets 
100 percent Nylon. Pile lining, 
Blue & Brown. Sizes a.6X 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $14.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
22."  I 12. 0o 
Boys' Ski Pants 
Size 8.18. Blue & Navy. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $19.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
Ghildrens 
Ski Suits 
100 Percent Nylon. Blue & Black. 
Sizes 7.14. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $26.87 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
14." ! 21, 
J ---__ 
4647 l.akelse, Terrace WE RESERVE THE R IGHT TO 
635-7281 or 635-3410 LIMIT QUANTIT IES 
'~ '=, . [ '  HOURS: Men to Sat 9:30 am • 6 
Thursday-Fr iday  9:30am - 9pm 
" '" ' ' ' , I I I I I ' ' I . ' ; ; I ; 
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Native women's group to lobby 
against this discriminatory law 
The B.C. Native Women's and surrounding areas, wants to increase the said.Shewentontosayitnot fairs. It is an-~lhiof  the" 
Societyis looking for support pointed out some of the in- society to provide a forum 
in their campaign to make consistencies in the current for the full and free 
changes in the Indian Act. law. She said that while the discussion of all matters of 
A spokeswoman for the children of a status Indian general interest o Indiana. 
group, Frances Stanley of man and a white woman are In addition, they wish to take 
Terrace, says that the considered Indians, the an active interest in matters 
organizationwants all native children of a white man and of civic, social and moral 
women to join so that there a status Indian woman are welfare as they pertain to 
can be a more effective not, She also notes that even native persons. The Indian 
lobby against what she a full-bloeded Indian child aged, the Indian family and 
describes as a loses status if adopted by the Indian community are 
discriminatory piece of non-Indianparents, also of concern to the 
legislation. The Native Women's society. 
Stanley, a member of the Society, which was formed in "It has been a concern 
board representing Terrace 1970, is looking for funds and with the B.C. Native 
Women's Society to establish 
CB. NEWS 
with DINO 
Yup, it's that time again when we must 
get another column out for all our C.B. 
buddies, even the' l'd much prefer to huddle 
under a warm blanket since a taste of ole 
man winter seems to be sneaking up on us. 
You'd almost think we were set for some 
snow or something. 
It can't be only me that shuns the cold as 
by proof of the absence of the locals at 
todays coffee break. I .am going to have to 
get with it folks and start turning out at 
these do's. Only the more faithful among us 
seem to show up and, not that I have 
anything against you, (nor for you) but it 
would be nice to see some new faces for a 
change. 
Maybe the next one we should all come 
wearing Hallowe'en masks, 10-47 And yes, I 
know you're thinking that for me, it would 
be a definite improvement and I agree.. 
A welcome as a new C.B.'er goes out to 
NORTHERN HUSKY and to SANDMAN as 
the newest sandbagger. Glad to have you 
both on board. 
Hearty congratulations goes out to some 
favorite people that are or have celebrated 
their wedding anniversaries, that be ing  
I 
an awareness with our 
native people in the Province 
of British Columbia. An 
awareness that is important 
for the status of our native 
people and the future of our 
children," says the notice of 
the society's annual general 
meeting to be held in April. 
membershipsothatitcanbe only denies Indian women 
a more efficient lobby. Some their rights but, "affects the 
of the goals of the future of native children." 
organization i clude asking' 
the band councils to more The society, which now 
adequately inform the counts its membership at 
members about he act. The about 500, would also like to 
group wants the power to promote a better un- 
decide who is an Indian and derstanding of Native 
who is not in the hands of peoples, their problems and 
these councils not in the achievements to the general 
hands of the federal public. The group wants a 
government, non-partisan, non.sectsrian 
"This act descriminates influence in the ad- 
Indian women," Stanley ministration of Indian at- 
BRAIDED ROPE and WOLVERINE, who 
got by the Iucky number of 13; and to RAI N- 
DROP, and GREY CLOUD who totalled the 
great number of 32 years, and as RAIN- 
DROP claims, they have 12 children and 16 
grandchildren to prove it. I say that's 
funtastic and I'm sure glad those cold 
winters are a thing of the past, even tho's it 
must have been lots of fun. Anyone for more 
'cold winter~;?? 
Congratulations again go out to another 
favorite,  that  being BEV'S BLONDE 
HI PPY, who has embarked upon two totally 
different careers and has succeeded at both. 
TOOLIE, a note to you that SUGAR 
BRITCHES "digs' how you make your o's,, 
bushy eyebrows and al l".  
Nice to have seen RUSTY NAIL again,. 
even the' at the coffee break she was being 
her noisy, usual self, if I don't watch out that 
gal will be holding my Ratchet Jaw trophy 
soon. 
The Kubasca King himself, SUPER 
THIEF, was missing this time. 
A big Howdy to all our SMOKEY friends 
and even to SECRET ADMIRER, who goes 
• 10-7 in the middle of a conversation and 
leaves you hanging. The 18-wheelers of the 
road tell us that HUGGY BEAR sends the 
good numbers down to all and  we know 
without Saying'fhaf he, misses us. 
Skeena 
Tortes  
to meet  
The Skecna Progressive 
Conservative Association 
will be holding a nominating 
meeting Sunday, Nov. 19 to 
choose a candidate for the 
next federal election, 
Association President Judy 
Jephson announced recently. 
Jephson said the Tories 
are locking forward to the 
campaign, She also said the 
local members feel Joe 
Clark, the Tory party leader, 
has an excellent chance of 
forming the next govern. 
ment. She said she feels 
there is a real opportunity of
winning this riding. 
To date, Rod Cousins is the 
only one who has announced 
his intention to seek the 
nomination. 
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BAKERY GOODS! 
European meatsZ 
European importsZ 
I 
SPECIALS! 
I 
Dinner rolls 
69' doz. 
Oatmeal cookies 
69' doz. 
Enjoy a moming coffee with 
fresh baked pastry or stop for 
a quick lunch. Drop in at our 
new store in the Skeena Mall 
MOUNTVlEW BAKERY 
& DELICATESSEN 
SKEENA MALL Regular Mall Hours 
: . ' POL ICE  
.K i t lmat  RCMP report 
'daltsm over the weekend. 
;2 , . .  Ter race  was Interesting for a short period of iNFO 
/ .  ,time, but surely the fun is over and it is becomlng~ 
~!,,. an embarrassment and a nuisance. 
~.~ I am assured that the situation is not as bad in' 
;~ private discussions as It appears in public but. 
' that Is little consolation, since it is the public 
;~: pronouncements which the public hear. 
...:,' At  Saturday's regional district council meeting ' ~- 
-:;~: a request was received from the ministry of. It seemsthatthepatient is
• no more. The man or woman 
( ' economic deve lopment  fo r  d 'n formaf lon  con .  who consults a physician has 
.';',~ cerning the Kitlmat-Stikine regional district, been replaced by something 
Apparently the ministry had requeste d called a 'health care eon- 
~i'~i" I . ,  Charnbers  of Con~rnerce to supp ly  cer ta in  Jn. su~l=erl. ~h~ tP~n, aside 
~.' formatlon, .which the Terrace chamber had not from being an example of inaccurate use of the 
/: .,: done. language - 'sickness care 
~:.. :  Director VIc Jolliffe asked that the regional .consumer'.is marginal ly 
~~ 'district supply all the information requested, better- almost implies that 
~(~.)... Mayor George Thom of Kitimat jumped in the Ill person is guilty of 
~;, .. : using up a resource. 
,~];~,.~:. quickly to add, "great, maybe we should all get 
17' the  regional district to do our work, which is Thisisoneoftheexamples 
what Terrace wants." of the depea'annalizatlon of 
Jolliffe noted that the request had not been medicine mentioned by 
Dr.Robert H Moser at a 
sent to the District of Terrace but to the recent meeting of the 
Chamber of Commerce and if the ministry American Medical Writers 
wanted to do business with Chambers of Corn. A~soelation. Dr. Moser is 
merce rather than elected bodies he was not the Executive Vice 
responsible for answering any inquiries. President of the American 
College of Physidans, and~ 
Thom pointed out that Kitimat was able to his talk explored some of the 
respond without help from the regional district, difficulties that may be 
To conclude the discussion, after several other encountered in trying to 
barbs were exchanged, planner Peter Campbell provide compassionate, 
personal, and effective 
explained that this particular request was ad. medical care. Many of his 
:~5~' ,  . :  v ,  
,~ ;; ":" dressed to him as regional planner and all he observations ap#y to BC. h'~.. ~., ~'. :.,;.,:~,.. needed was a simple motion to provide the 
requested information. The motion was even. Part of the problem is the 
hJally passed. " advent of prepaid medical 
, Later in the meeting Director Les Watmough care plans, particularly 
of Thornhill complained about a press releas~ government operated plans. 
ifrom the provincial government annouhcing the il"nese aSeaeies, because of 
• ' ~,gAr size (it is not my intent 
approval of a sewage system sdm~vhere in the ot be critical of our medical 
lower mainland, or hospital insurance 
:, "They certainly don't publicize the fact that plans((, TEND TO 
il they turned down Thornhill's request for,. ' I~ECOME. IMPERSONAL.  
~.., sewers," Watmough complained. ; ' The gove~ammt, became 
:" Jolliffe suggested that if the director wanted it pays the bills, becomes the 
.: 'publicity all he had to do was contact local media 
" and he would get it. 
..; . . .  "You have to work at it," Jolliffe said. 
':i .. "Imagine Terrace telling someone else to get 
i:~: . off their ass and do something," Mayor Thorn 
Jnterlected. 
., If It wasn't for Banyay keeping a firm control 
ion the meeting this type of argument could go on 
all day, 
• Alright Mayor Thorn, you made your point 
iregarding the health centre, the provincial 
~-, . go.v.ernrqent has given a flat unequivical "No"  to 
,:ii! ... your suggeshon; so let's forget ff and get on w0th 
business. ..~.. 
Speaking-of regional counci(--wl~'y .i's it that 
politicians at any level expect the news media to 
• be mind readers, which is what they must expect 
considering the fact that they do not supply 
copies of committee reports to 1he press. 
At one point on Saturday Director Alice Chen. 
~/ing asked ading chairman Frank Armitage 
'about the rental of a car for regional district use. 
Armitage replied that the regional council was, 
letting a Lincoln Continental with plush purple. 
!ll~tlh Funny? Maybe, except that since the 
presldld not I~ve copies of the committee report 
which te~rded the rental of a more reasonable 
vehiclel fl would have been perfectly legitimate 
had it been reported that regiona! council was 
reMIng a Lincoln. 
Had this report been carried, great crys of 
• )!!i . "  JIt~gl|lt would have been heard from regional 
• ,,,. , ~cobnclllors. 
" ;  ': Political bodies in this area have been spoiled' 
• ". badly with a plethora of news coverage and they, 
' :i' have apparently grown accustomed to having 
the reporters make sure that the politicians do 
: not make themselves look like fools in the media. 
: :  This applies not only to regional council but to 
"':." other bodies, such as Ter race  council. 
/ i: Of course, the easy way out is to do what the' .. ','. 
7 school board does, hold your meetings at exactly 
.~ : , the same time as council so that many media 
~i. people have to choose which meeting to cover. 
This generally results In the school board being 
'able to operate without the pressure of having 
'the reporters present. 
, This fact may explain why there is so little 
, interest in the up.coming school board election; 
:' a situation which I presume is perfectly fine with 
, those people, who are incumbents. 
[COURT NEWS l 
, .  81egrld Frank was fined after he was charged with 
• ,t~0 in Terrace provincial driving with a blood.alcehol. 
• ' court Monday and piseed on level over .08. Scott wa~ 
!~i:.... probation for one year after charged after  a single' 
:i!i' i she was charged  with vehicle accident Oct.5 near' 
,. driving with a blood-alcohol the Terrace bus depot. His 
.~;,,?; level over .08. driver's licence was  
,!.~ ~ Crown counsel Tom Bishop automatically suspended. 
• :~: r informed the court the Peter Kirby was fined $100 
'i';!"r,~. breathelyser t st resulted in after he was charged with. 
;~' , : .  a reading of .23. Frank's ,possession of  mar i juana,  
.~: :, driver 's  l l cence is The charges were laid on 
..... automatically suspended. Sept. 29 after police made a
• ,'~, " Brian TaR and Mitchell routine check of a car Scott '.: ~.; :; 
• blorven were fined fined $75 wan in. 
-':. each after they were Frank Doell was fined $~ 
'?,~:i~:; charged with causing a after he was charged with 
' ~ driving with a blood-alcohol e.'.;,~.'÷.- d~lturbance byfighting. The 
• ,~"iy':~"~ two men were charged after level over .08. He was 
.9!.~ " a fight took place at a New charged after police found 
'.i.~ Aiyansh community hall him asleep in hia ear on Oct. 
!!H', ~nce on July 23, 6 while the motor was still 
~'' r ~ Vincent Morrlson was running. The results of the 
..!i L • fined $108 after he was, breathelyser test showed a 
charged with possession of reading of 30. His driver- 
,"~.':, marijuana on Oct, 17. llcenee was automatical,. 
. '~:. Randy Scott was fined $150 suspended. 
;:!,.,, 
i . 
!i:!i• 
• 'i/. . 
Robert Murphy of 17 ! 1 lh~.~ Snowbi:d subdivision, the afternoon. 
Halsla found hl, camper wtq~ d~,mageJ oy youths who G. Sumner  of 28 Carswell 
tipped over on Sunday with wire p~ying with fire and St. reported that he found a 
damage estimated at several scattered tc,~Ls around. Thls ' rock had been thrown 
hundred dollars. Incident occurred at 3 p.m. in ' through his front windo@ 
Another house under l~m~'~'"  . . . . . . .  
cp~tructlona onBaxter St..in 
HEALTH 
DR. BOB YOUNG 
I . I t  ' _ .  i 
'provider of health care. 
Instead of seeing his or her 
doctor, the patient 'enters 
the health care de):'ery 
system' and.naturally then 
becomes a 'health care 
consumer'L 
How can_this affect you as 
a patient or potential 
patient2 One thing that does 
occur is that h¢: provider of 
health care will, correctly, 
wish to keep costs to a 
minimum. This can be d,,ne 
by making entry into the 
system more difficult - 
provide fewer doctors, fewer 
hospital beds, fewer x-ray 
an d !aboratory services. 
Consumption f the health 
care dollar• can also be 
decreased if people take 
better care 'of themselves. 
The individual motivation 
required is a major stum- 
bling block. 
Concert 
cancelled 
The guitar concert by 
Diego Alcaraz which was 
suppceed to be held by .the 
Terrace Little Theatre was 
cancelled. In any case, we 
made an error when we said 
that Alcaraz would be 
performing last night; he 
was acutally to have per- 
formed on Sunday night. We 
appologize to any readers 
who were inconvienced. 
Safety, instant cash and a 
I odretum 
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
a safe, secure investment.  They're 
instant cash anytime. And now 
they  earn a higher e turn -  9.25% 
every year for 7 years. 
Al l  purchasers will 
receive the new r~te, even 
though the application 
forms and the bond 
certif icates have the old 
rates printed on the m. 
The new rate is effective 
f rom November 1to 
matur i ty  in 1985. 
t ' J  
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Saturday afternoon, struction plnone them, 
Police ask that anyone who Kitimat police also ask 
set~ any vandalism and motorists oremember that 
especially ouths playing snow tires are requiredoa all 
around houses under con- vehicles as of Nov. 1. 
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Bonds 
I 
"lhe Compound 
Interest Bond 
if you sock savings growth, or an 
investrnent for the future, or a retire- 
ment hind, you'll choose the Compound 
Interest Bond which earns interest 
on your interest, after the first 
year, at the increased rate of 9.25%. 
1he Regular 
Interest 
Bond 
I f  you want a 
regular annual  
income from your - ~  
investment,  you'l l  ~ ~ ~- -~-~__~_  
l ike the Regular ' -" : .... ' ~ ' " ~ ~ ' ~  
Interest Bond ~ ~.~. 
wMch pays interest au ton~tical i  y w each November 1. 
If you're like many bondholders, 
you  11 appreciate the direct d~ p, ~sit 
feature. With this convenient . 
option, your interest is deposited 
directly into your chequing or 
savings account. 
S imply ask for it when you buy , 
your  new bonds. Or, you can receive 
your  interest by cheque through 
the mail. 
Here's how the value of a $100 
bond grows: 
Nov. 1 Value Nov. 1 Value 
1979 $109.25 1983 $155.63 
1980 $119.36 1984 $170.03 
1981 $1,30.40 1985 $185.76 
1982 $142.46 
The choice is yours 
can buy the Regular 
st Bond for cash in 
ainations of $300, 
$1,000, $5,000 
.0,000. 
Compound Interest 
may be purchased for 
sh or on the convenient 
onth ly  Savings Plan 
: denominat ions  
starting at $100. 
A great choice 
Compound interest or Regular Interest 
Mill ions of Canadians will be 
buying Canada Savings Bonds again 
this year. So visit your bank, invest- 
ment dealer, trust company or credit 
union as soon as possible and take 
advantage of the inc r~sed interest 
rate. L)o it now and avoid the rush, 
A dual 
, purchase limit 
You may buy new 
,.~-.~ua Savings Bond, in 
-~_WA l imit  of $30,000. In addition, 
-= holders of"S24" and"SR" bonds 
~---._~.-~j may reinvest all proceeds from their 
matur ing bonds in the new Series. 
Buy yours now 
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EDITOR'S JOURNAL 
B~ Greg Middleton 
I wandered into a store the other day, at- 
tracted by a sign that said there were fireworks 
for sale. 
I grew up before the legislators decreed that 
firecrackers were too dangerous to be put into 
the hands of children. Those were the days when 
stealing a car meant a few months in jail. They 
called it a home for juveniles but a jail it was 
nevertheless. Disobedience in school warranted 
the strap. Most parents in those days dealt out 
justice quickly and usually with a leather belt. 
" Now, I don't want to say that I would like to see 
youngsters incarcerated in places in which they 
learned the fine arts of breaking and entering, 
cooking up and how to take and give a beating 
without complaint. I'm not advocating the return 
of that two-foot.long rubber weapon wielded by 
teachers who couldn't command respect and 
frequently couldn't teach either. Nor do I speak 
in defense of the outright child beating that went 
on !n the name of discipline. 
What I do bemoan is that all the risk seems to 
have been taken out of growing up. 
- Halloween was a special time. Quite the most 
important holiday of the year. Christmas was 
alright, there was loot then too. Halloween, 
however, had a little more to it. Instead of the 
gifts being given with sopping wet kisses from 
parents and great aunts, the booty was a little 
more begrudgingly handed out, or so it seemed. 
There was a delicious element of extortion to 
the "trick or treat" with an implied threat of 
soaped windows or garbage cans hoisted up 
telephone poles. Everyone, of course, came 
across with a required amount of illicit eatable. 
The one old codger, who would have got tricked 
even if he had bribed us, had a window or two 
nervously smeared with lifeboy. He got his for 
chasing us out of the apple ,tree, complaining to 
police about our riding our bicycles on the 
sidewalk or telling the teachers about our first 
few tentative and sickening attempts to learn 
how to smoke behind the paperboy's shack. 
For days before Halloween we saved every 
cent We could muster. A few of the less 
'scrupulous and more daring raided the milk- 
bottles for money. That was an only too readily 
available source of emergency funds for us. 
Others collected a little early on October's 
subscription on our paper routes. A few of the 
less imaginative did extra chores. 
The purpose of all this fiscal manipulation was 
the tempting array of explodeables that were 
displayed soon after the Thanksgiving turkeys, 
were out of the way. 
A few days before the great day, some wag 
would be unable to resist the temptation and 
would set off a package of firecrackers either 
inadvertently in his desk or deliberately in the 
waste paper basket. Retribution was unmerciful, 
instantaneous and very painful. 
. The unlucky, or foolhardy soul stood for the 
rest of the day or spent a great deal of time 
cooling his hands under a tap, depending on the 
principal's preference. 
, All Hallow's Eve was a glorious night. The 
delightful release of deliberately disguised 
Identity and the abandon of one night when 
parents turned you loose and other adults, so we 
thought, hid In their houses in terror was com- 
bined with the awesome power of an arsenal. 
r")r days afterwards the autumn air was filled 
with the acrid smell of gunpowder. We went off 
to secluded places to let off the few remaining 
bangers. It was almost a capital offense to be 
caught with left overs. Besides, most of us were 
nursing singed fingers and a lot of the en- 
thusiasm was dissipated in that one night cf 
anarchy. 
The paltry display of a few Glowing Fountains 
and Sparklers, with one or two rockets, too ex- 
pensive for any but the one or two adults on the 
block who want to participate with their children 
in something that's lost its magic was 
depressing. 
There may be a Great Pumpkin now. Charlie 
Brown may wait in the pumpkin patch. But I ~till 
miss the excitement of throwing a four.inch 
bomb into an empty garbage can, just to see if I; t
would blow the lid off. 
:i ~:', 
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~. ~ ~i. ~ . .~ I  . Watch out . 
:~.~:@~. .::.~. : ~  ~ 
those  chi ldren 
KII [ The witching time of year is upon us and 
P]I I the dark, rainy, foggy nights of late autumn 
H I are quickly closing in. 
TAtK AWqffcP, mt 
I~lHt 5~tLlS-~V! "
stte~t ~t t  as, 
"How many miles between recalls does this model get?" 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
CP Air answers counc i l  
airplanes and the aidine'n 
forecast for Terrace-Kiflmat 
traffic this winter was for 
minimal growth, CP Air was 
nevertheless holding the line 
with two flights daily. 
As for timing, Mr. Gray 
said CP Air's scheduling 
People are aware of your 
. complaints and he was sure 
"that they had put their 
hearts and souls into it" in an 
effort to provide 
Terraee-Kitimat with the 
best'possible s rvice under 
the circumatences. 
Delivery of a new airplane 
takes about 18 months. If 
CP Air had known back in 
1975, when it was losing 
about $10 million, that 
business in B.C. was going to 
pick up sharply by 1978, 
maybe it could have ordered 
one or two more planes. 
Nobody knew then that oil 
and gas activity in the 
province would be stepped 
up so sharply, with the result 
that now everybldy wants 
the same airplane, at the 
same time, at a different 
place. 
As Mr. Gray put it, when 
"you're in the glue for $I0 
million you don't go out and 
buy an $II million airplane" 
when you don't have a 
reliable indicator of what he 
future holds. 
I can assure you that upon 
his return to Vancouver, Mr. 
Gray passed on his concern 
about the problem to our 
scheduling people. He 
certainly knows about it first 
hand, as he had to drive back 
to Prince Rupert for a return 
flight. Terrace was socked 
in. So no doubt our 
scheduling department will 
he doing its best to resolve 
this difficulty, although it 
may take, as Mr. Gray in- 
dicated, until next summer. 
Mr. Gray also pointed out 
to the Terrace-Kitimat 
businessmen that CP Air 
"realizes it has a monopoly 
position and we don't forget 
it. We try to do the right 
thing for you, and l'm sure 
that if we had competition by 
the bucketful they wouldn't 
he able to do a hack of a lot 
better when it comes to 
airports, getting in here 
under the weather, and so 
on. "  
Yours truly 
George McBurnie 
Public Relations 
Representative 
. . r  sir: iii 
With reference to your 
article in today's Herald 
(0c t .25)  concern ihg  
criticism of CP Air's 
schedule by Kitimat council, 
perhaps some laboration on 
the problem may be of in- 
terest o your readers. 
Two weeks ago when Ian 
Gray, CP Air president, 
laddreaeed Terrace-Kitimat 
.businessmen ata meeting of 
J the Terrace Chamber of Commerce he advised that 
.CP Air wiU take delivery of 
three new Boeing 737's next 
summer "and we should he 
able to give you a hatter 
schedule from then on." 
Mr. Gray expressed his 
regrets at the scheduling for 
the Terrace-Kitimat area, 
but pointed out that even 
though CP Air was short;of 
THOMA S ATRILL THINKS" / 
There are still some good books 
she semi-retired. Her books are constant 
sellers; all beffer bookstores stock them. 
Primarily a philosopher, Ayn Rand flashes 
out her beliefs and presents them in novel 
form and as treatises on various subjects. 
Her beliefs and her writings are 'a thing 
apart'; not for the collectivist and not for 
the casual, escapist reader. 
Those who read and understand Ayn 
Rand can never be the same again. I began 
with The Fountainhead; then Anthem, We 
the Living, Night of January 6th, Virtue of 
Selfishness, For the New Intellectual, 
Capitalism, the Unknown Ideal; Anti- 
Industrial New Left, Romantic Manifesto, 
and then her mugs important work, Atlas 
Shrugged. 
It is difficult to be casual about this book; 
you either love it or hate it. Atlas, who 
according to the ancients, holds up the 
world, literally, decided to let it drop. The 
doers and achievers went on strike, leaving 
everything in the hands of the socialist. 
altruist gang. The results make fascinating 
reading. 
Have you read any bestsellers lately? 
Over the yeass, such books have been a 
disappointment to me, indicating that my 
taste in literature does not coincide with 
that of the masses. I enioY thought- 
provoking novels, positive In their view of 
life and containing some moral or message. 
I was pleasantly surprised, then, to find that 
a 1962 bestseller was such a book. 
A friend suggested that I read The Devil's 
Advocate, by Morris. West. First published 
in1959, almost 20 years ago, it tells a grip- 
ping story about an investigation into the 
possible sainthood of an obscure Italian, 
murdered by the Communists in the closing 
days of World War Two. This is a book that 
ought to be read by all thinking people, 
regardless of faith; a towering work that 
must have been inspired. I can think of no 
other book which is in its class, unless it 
might be The Robe, by Lloyd C. Douglas. 
Speaking of books, there is an author who 
deserves special mention. I refer to Ayn 
Rand, who began writing in the early 
thirties, continuinq until about 1975, when 
WHERE LEADERS AR/~,MADE 
Calgary is the business 
openmg an office here. 
Before" we had to go East to 
do business, but now they're 
coming here." 
To this end, Ross has com- 
mitted his year as chamber 
president o furthering the 
image by setting up a special 
committee to research and 
support Calgary's claim to 
being Western Canada's 
financial centre. 
Research is a secret 
passion of Ross, president of 
Pembina Pipelines Ltd. He 
graduated as a civil engineer 
from the University of 
Alberta In 1945 and received 
a MBA from Harvard two 
years later. 
said, "we have got to develop 
high technology industries 
here." 
He knows of what he 
speaks. He has been 
president of the Canadian 
Energy .Research Institute 
at the U~veraity of Calgary 
since its inception and he. 
centre 
end of September, Ross did 
accomplish a first for the 
chamber. It marked the first 
time a son had followed in his 
father's chamber footsteps. 
His father, W. H. Ross, 
served as president of the 
Calgary Board ot Trade, the 
chamber's ancestor, in 1930. 
CALGARY (CP) -- 
Calgary is the breeding 
ground for Canada's future 
business leaders, says the 
new president of the Calgary 
branch of the Chamber of 
Commerce. 
For AI Ross, 55, that is a 
bold assertion, belying an 
affable, retiring manner 
cultivated in oil company 
boardrooms in the last 28 
years. 
"We have the nucleus here 
to create the business 
leadership for the entire 
country,", said Ross, ex- 
pounding upon the 
hypothesis that Calgary's 
moment has arrived, 
"We are much more 
aggressive and active than 
the rest of Canada, and now 
weare beginning to show our 
financial strength. For 
example, the Swiss Bank 
Will you remember, motorists, asks the 
British Columbia Automobile Association, 
when you're hurrying home from the office 
to keep a watchful eye out for tiny, excited 
ghosts, tramps and space creatures who 
will be taking to the roads for Hallowe'en, 
Tuesday, Oct. 31st? 
Driving conditions are always dangerous 
af this time of year, reminds the BCAA. 
The auto club urges drivers to turn their 
headlights on earlier than usual to both see 
and be seen more easily. Trick.or-treaters 
may be darting across the streets or run. 
ning out from between parked cars to join 
their friends on the other side of the road. 
With pranks and goodies uppermost in their 
minds, the little ones may easily forget their 
safe walking rules. 
Parents of young children should consider 
holding a neighbourhoed party to keep their 
youngsters off the streets and to avoid the 
dangers of children collecting tampered 
candy. 
But if your children cannot be appeased in 
this manner, the BCAA offers these 
guidelines for their safety on the street:" 
At least one responsible adult or older 
sister or brother should accompany the 
children on their rounds. 
Urge youngsters to start off and finish 
early. Set a definite time for them to return 
home and discuss with them the route they: 
plan to follow. Instruct them to visit only 
one side of street at a time and not to weave, 
back and forth. * i 
Dress children in light coloured costumes~ 
or outline their clothing in reflective tape 
and ensure that their regalia is flame proof. 
Avoid baggy or long costumes that might 
cause them to trip or fall, or pointed ac. 
cessories that could cause injury. 
Encourage them to use make up as pert of 
their disguise in place of masks which can 
obstruct their vision. 
Give children a flashlight to carry with 
them. 
Advisethem fowalk, not run, to look in all 
diredions before crossing the street,' to 
cross only at corners and to observe all 
traffic signals. 
Sweep your walk clear of slippery leaves 
and .remove any other obstacles that might 
cause treat-seekers to stumble or fall. 
Leave an outside light on. 
Warn your youngsters not to enter the 
. homes of strangers, no~.to eat unwrapped 
candy or fruit. Caution them against ac. 
cepting rides from strangers. 
Finally w11(~n your ghosts, tramps and 
space creatures come home with their 
spells, inspect all of their Hallowe'en 
goodies and dispose of any unwrapped 
articles. 
came a director of the Though his unassuming 
National Science and manner einforces his non- 
Engineering Research controversial stance, Ross is 
Council this year. not reticient about his belief. 
in the free-enterprise 
Ross projects a low-key system. 
profile while radiating high. "I really believe in free 
grade efficiency. By com- enterprise. I believe the 
parison, his predecessor, country is much better 
Norm Green, was a flare, served by "business, by 
boyant personality, people creating jobs and 
Ross hopes to build on stimulating economic ac- 
Green's successes, main. tivity. I firmly believe that 
To overcome Alberta's raining a high visibility for peopleeanrnntheirbusincss 
geographical handicap as a thechambor, much better than any 
landlocked province, Ross On assuming office at the govermment can." 
I I 
THINK SMALL 
BY JIM SMITH 
The story was patently chewan has finall~c-~ta-sci. 
false. At first, everyone knew 
it was a lie. 
By the second telling, how 
ever, it had become a "ru- 
moor". 
On the third round.it was 
"reliably reported". 
And, after that, everyone 
knew that it was the truth. 
Tell a story - even the 
most outrageous lie - often 
enough and it eventually 
comes to be recognized as 
the truth. Which is what has 
happened to the belief that 
small businesses in Canada 
are less active in export mar- 
kets than big finns. 
Some popular misconcep- 
tions really don't matter a 
great deal. Does it make the 
slightest difference whether 
the telephone was invented 
in Brantford or Buffalo, for 
example? 
But other misconceptions 
do matter. The issue of ex- 
port drive is one of those is- 
sues that count. We live, after 
all, in a global economy and 
any group of firms which fail 
to compete for international 
business are letting the home 
side down, as it were. 
For ma~y earn, the small 
business community has been 
claiming that it does pursue 
export m=rkets vigorously 
while big business has been 
argning that only large-scale 
firms are capable of getting 
into foreigners' pocketbooks. 
There has never been any 
solid evidence to support 
the claims by either side (al- 
though, when you realize 
that most big businesses in 
this country are subsidiaries 
of multinational firms, it 
doesn't make much sense to 
imagine those big firms com- 
peting with the 'head office 
for world markets). But a new 
study by Talaat AbdeI.Malak 
of the University of gasket. 
entitle light on the entire dis- 
pole. 
AbdeI-Malek has found -
after surveying large numbers 
of big and litde businesses - 
that there is no significant- 
difference between the ex- 
port attitudes ofbigbusiness 
and those of small business, 
in fact, small business in Ca- 
nada is every bit as active in 
the export fields as a~e Cana- 
dian big businesses. 
If anything, Abdel-Malek's 
study would seem to fail to 
take full account of the role 
of the smaller finns. A sur- 
prisingly large, portion of the 
production by small mann- 
facturing firms is done as 
sub-contracting on major 
contracts by big busineu. 
The big business assembles 
the components produced 
by the smaller businesses and 
then exports the final pro- 
duct. Even though the small 
firm's production isdestined 
for the export market, it only 
counts as domesticallpod. 
anted for purposes of the 
survey. 
Time and again, our na- 
tion's economic ounsellors 
have advocated creation of 
more big businesses as the 
answer to Canada's interna- 
tional trade problems. Abdel. 
Malek's study shows that in- 
dustrial strategy to be quite 
inadequate. Discrimination 
against small firms cannot be 
justified by international 
trade considerations. 
• A patently false story will 
always mhaln patently false, 
no matter how many retel. 
llnp lend it s veneer of 
"truth", Small firms are'as 
export-oriented as big firnm. 
Pass it on. 
I 
"Think smell" is an editorial ] 
message from the Canadian 
I Federation of Independent Business@ 
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' SMl  his  .moves 
By Oreg Middleton 
Sittlngback in his large, overstuffed'easy 
chair, in his rather luxurious office, 
surrounded by the trappings of his position, 
. J~yor George Them looks quite com. 
fortable in his place of... power.' 
After, elght years in civic government,. 
four years as an alderman and two two, year 
terms as mayor with a two.year vacation In 
betlween, the robes of his role fit him well. A 
self.assured man, Thorn makes no bones. 
about outwitting his colleagues on the. 
regional district board over the Skeena 
.Health Unit. 
"l'hom admits it was purely and simply a 
polttlcal play to wake. up some sleeping 
po_liticlans and prove a point to Terrace. 
"The other members of the regional 
district board Just .didn'.t. do their 
homework," said "rhom in an Interview with 
the Herald recently. "The British Columbia 
Buildings.Corporation changed the ball 
game," said'the man who states that half of 
his Job~ . is.:, keeping up w!th the latest 
developments. • , ~ • 
~'hom said the i:egnonal ~a;'d had been 
Ughting over the cost sharing scheme for 
,/he health unit for seven years. He noted 
~hat there had been a change in ]he way the 
9overnment'was deMIng wHh this kind of 
situation and the time was right to move on 
the health unit. 
The provincial government miniMry of 
municipal affair, s sets the rule Thorn said. A 
civ(c politician's Job is to stay on top of the 
lssues and be ready to act on the changes as 
they are made for  his area's best ad- 
vantage, commented the mayor. 
"They got caught with their pants down," 
Them said of the health unit Issue. " I f  
shouldn't have become a political issue." 
He said he had been telling the board in 
.~ommittee for several months that the 
provincial government would pay a share 
,Ihat would work dut to be in excess of the 
debt retirement cost. Them said all he was 
trying to do by offering to p~y for the unit 
1adhere it in Kitimat was prove to Terrace 
that Kitimat wouldn't ask its neighbor to do  
anything Kltimat wasn't prepared to do. 
" i t  .was stri;~tly'.bucks," Thorn sa;d. 
"~q, Thom Said )he orecognizes; that -!the best 
place for the unit is in Terrace. He said he 
~dgrees with the Idea that Terrace is to 
evelop into the commercial and 
bureaucratic centre for the North. He said 
Kitimat is and will remain the !ndustrlal 
centre while Kispiox and Hazelton will be 
kept for recreation and farming and the 
other areas will be the resource pools. 
Them sees this as an extension of the 
concept of a planned city. He describes his 
town as a survivor, one of the Instant towns 
that lasted. He'said this resulted from 
overcoming ]he problems before they oc. 
curred. It is this type of planning which 
Them would like to see extended to the 
reelon, o 
'aWe°re now JOOkllig at a so,dot citizen's 
.home," said Them. 
He explained that with Kiflmat now being 
~5 years of age it had matured. He 
described the town as having gone through 
Its childhood, the dangerous years, and now 
was building character. 
Them doesn't deny that the town still has 
problems, the services ~re always un-_ 
clerstaffed he said. This, he added, is 
because people tend to use cities like 
Kitimat as places to come to for experience 
In their field. Then, they start to look for 
better lobs elsewhere, Them commented. 
He also noted that K~at  Is an re,usual 
town in that almost everyone is upper 
middle class. He said they don't have those 
at effher end of the social scale to any 
::legree. 
Them emphasized the Importance of his 
town in the development of the Pacific 
Northwest. He said the survival of the whole 
area depends on the economic climate ~nd 
survival of Kltimat. 
"This Is where the buck starts," Them 
said succinctly. 
He said that money is generated by the 
Industry In Kitlmat and multiplies as it 
circulates. He said the area would be better 
off if it could keep as much of that money in 
the area as possible. 
His only real complaints are that the civil 
servants and government officials he has to 
deal with In Victoria don't know what the 
conditions are like un here. 
He said he Is annoyed by the attitude thm 
those who live here choose to and should be 
utlsfled with the conditions they find. He 
points out that the resources and power 
Used by those in the south are produced 
here. He also states that the people here are 
as sophisticated as those In the south and 
dwlecve the ameniti~s. 
~.*The north s'houId neither be denied nor' 
Ignored/' Them said, sitting back In the 
brown leather chair, next to the sofa in his 
quite plush office. 
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MAYOR GEORGE THOM 
Museumstaff ttt ks 
for your support 
The staff at the Terrae~ "'Pole Of Sharp Teeth'": e~eavationa at.the Kitaeks 
t~L~d.Museum ~ to invite carved by Horace Steplmm site, and consists of 
~ocal reslclenta to visit them from GreenvilLe, Hans "Choppers" ,  knives, 
help them by eupporiln~ .~Rl~r." projectile points, attaints, 
their drive for a permanent Included with these and an adze. This display 
~actllty here. dlapkys of di~erent e fu  is a was returned to the Terrace 
, Frances Stanley, speaking display el stem artifacts Mmet~ by the National 
!for theetaffina reeentprem from the archaeological Museum of Canada. " 
release, said a permanent 
community."museum wo ld "enrich the Licence approved 
She notes that the Mini. 
,Museum functions with The Canadian Radio- 'by the Granlnie T.V. Society, 
grants from Canada Works television and Telecom. for a Ucence to rebroadcast 
~d is supported by the munleatlone Commission the programs of CIFG-TV 
Terrace and District hasa_s..a_P.ffovedan applicatim - from Prince George. 
Chamber of Commerce, but 
the funding runs out in 
Januaryt 1979. • % 
SHOOK ABSORBERS, have been working on the Mini-Museum depicting the 
history of the Terrace area. 
'I~.eproject, as described is 39 "'"v'" i .  progressing nicely," she ~ m O~;  
said. 
"Tools of various sizes, ' 
such as those pertaining to. 
logging or just home inn.. 
provements have been ch- J,' ,,sla, two SURE TRACKERS 
tained and are arranged ina i heavy ®ty A~ se~es 
display. The pioneer era k Moto~ctaft shock ahead)era 
displayed fully, with a kit- from ~ rear 
chen, sewing and washing ~ Inspect frofltllndroareuepension/ 
area  highlighted. Un- a, ei~inos _. ,~j 
atoodnO assemoly j~  fortunately the Native , stoednoIInkoOe 
Heritage display is yet to he mstalfat on ~uded 
accomplished, however we Passenger cam and'light trucks 'Ten-~e T'ot~m Ferd ~ t.~. 
do have a twelve foot totem t A/series heavy.duty shock absorbers 4511 I~ .  6,1~4M4 
_l~ole, which in called the] caw/anto'ti~ouarantee, l~eekrLlca~eNen'eer~A 
News! Still another location for you to ' 
view our great collection of.. Boots, Bags 
and shoes for all family. 
You']! Be amazed at..  our low prices for 
quality and craftsmanship, Here.-are 
just three examples. Drop in. soonX 
# 
To celebrate our Hanna's best .elling Meos ]~oot "by "H:H. 
selection of ex~nialte, all luxurious black or brown I~enomena]Io, popular 
- luther handbags at luther. Save$15apoirat all-leather boot is . 
very substantial savinp, • this grand-opening price, 9) regularly priced at U,00 O 
Shop mrly for theul 
SKEENA MALL 
i i i  ii i _ l ill _ . _~ l J  L_  Ji 
TERRACE 
i _ ~ in  l , I  ~ . . . . .  I I I III I 
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Regional district approves zoning bid 
Three different sub- 
missions regarding zoning 
,difficulties were presented to
the regional council 
Saturday, including ones 
from D. Case, F. Eichorst 
aad McElhaoney Surveying 
~L~d, 
0nly Eichor~t was suc- 
seuful in his attempt to have 
the council act on hls sub- 
mission. Eichorst had 
previously submitted a 
request to have his property 
on Copper Mountain, which 
currently includes a cement 
plant, subdivided to allow 
him to sell acre tots. That 
request had been deferred 
since the regional district 
currently has a moratorium 
on zoning until a complete 
plan is available for" the 
entire region. 
Eichorst explained that 
his firm is planning an ex- 
pansion to the cement plant 
and will need additional 
water supplies/but that this 
can't be done unless the cost 
was shared by others who 
wish to build within his 
proposed subdivision. 
Eichorst said that his firm 
was supplying employment 
for local people and that 
premixed cement for 
building is new some 20 per 
cent less expense!ve in the 
Terrace area than it was 
prior to construction ef the 
cement plant. 
"We cannot wait another 
moratorium to be lifted 
before we expand," Eichorst 
told council members. A 
year and a half is the an- 
' ticipated time that the 
• moratorium will last. 
Elchorst also suggested 
that there is a real need for 
large lots in Thornhlll such 
as those proposed by his 
year and a half for the subdivision plan. 
o . .  oo  
i/-: 
4 PK. COTTON 
PACE CLOTHS 
100% Cotton Face Cloths 
have check design and 
come in assortedcolours. 
Four to a package. 
PRICES EFFECTIVE TILL 
SATURDAY, NOV. 4th 
. ~  I~ ,B~ m . 
HOMESPUN K mart 'CONTROL 
FLORAL NAPKINS TOP' PANTY HOSE 
Sheer stocking with nude 
heel. Light or Dark 9alga. 
Mad., Long, X-Long. or 
Queen Sizes. 
i 
L. 
IROPICAL PLANTS 
2V: Inch Pots 
Director "I, es Watmouth 
agreed that since this par- 
ticular application had been 
before the regional district 
for some time the council 
should make an exception 
and allow Eichorst to go 
ahead with his plans. 
Council .members voted to 
allow the exception. 
area is expected to continue 
the next several days, 
bringing higher than normal 
temperatures forthis time of 
year. 
• Today's high should be 
. . . . .  ~ . . . .  : , i ' ; ' ,  
, . .  :,,..,. :,.~'.,~/~.~,~:~ 
...... ~ ~ ~ .~, ~,  ~:~V~,~: 
• . ~ . ,  ~!.:,'./'~ ~.~.  '~y : . ! ,  
• ~:"-:-!,~'~ ? • ..;,. 7. 
. . . . . .  , ' . . '  ~ : ' ; , : "  . : i ' , ' , . ; -~"  " ' .  
,around 10 ~ ~; I " .~:L ' . : . . ,  
and the thormom~:  ~:,:.~-~:/:.::: 
probably cup to a ~  S:~¢I:., i ,i ~ ' 
degrees Celsius ton l l~ .  : "": :~ ' 
• The outlook for tom.mr0w./.' ::~! 
indicates more cloudyeldN.i:': " '.. ~J 
and occasional ehow,~rl, ~ ..... ; . ~t 
the present high winds " ~ 
gradually dim.inlshLqg::.in' . . .~ 
velocity, ." ' ": :i.:... :'..':! 
.... ~':-:i: 
• : . . . .£ i  I • . ' .  r .  " 
. . :..;;. - .2 ..... ...::-:.:~,/:: 
• :~ . / :  "~,.!. ~'.).:, 
. : '  : . '  ' . ~" !  
EARTH BORN 
SHAMPOO 
Earth Born Shampoo 
cases in three lovely 
scents. Baby, Apdcot or 
Green Apple. 350 mL. 
" . . : .  , / . ; ,~  ~ 
I EASY PAINT ..... ':~ 
[ L =" 88c-, .!l 
• - -  
I I SAVINGS DANK i ' ):: i•,: ~., 
. sa~prlce OOEACH " "' ~ " 
100%MISSES' 1-IZAcRYLIC ~ : "~:'~::"~, .,., 
KNIT MITTS . /- ::~ 
KmartS rice ~. i WHEELTOYS ' I I  PANTVHOSE I KNEE HIGH " 
88 t 88 I=,o. c. I - - . . - -  .... K rnert K mart F , K mart 0 0  F O O C  . . . .  " ~:- R CH 
I " . : , . l~  • ., "".~ ,~.~.'] 
MISSES 4 ' , ' :""~;i:: 
URIEFS ~: , ; /~  
K mart Sale Price ',~..'~"I/ - ~ • i .. . 88~¢H ./~.~ ".;T ASSI 'D. EVERYDAYo. EVERYDAY~ . . '  :" . . . . . . .  : / ]~:~ FLAT WRAP PKG. sow EAG-:lS'S ..i,. : " 
~,i,~' K mert laCK Km'r' OOC '" : '' 
S.le Price SalePrice ' ' : '  ' ' 
DOU.-111/2 '' ] " ~ , . : . . / .  
K mart Sale Pr ice~f ] 
l eeFACH SUPERHEROESvvA ABC 1S-PC r 7'h HIGHVINYL , .  ~ ~.,.:: ,.,;~ JIGSAW PUXZLE WOOD BLOCKS / DRESI-UP DO LL 1. : .:~...'/.%i.-:i:!!~, 
.:,V;r,o. RR.Co. Kmlrt OO c IK.lr| a O ~  I ' ' "" "",.:~:~i':~',:~ 
i ~,,p,,c. OO-o  I~"P"£P°"OO:  I: ';',:~ 
j . _  , , , , ,  , , ~ ,  _ ~ .  . , . . ~ . _ _ . ,  L____  STONE HOURS :77  ~':::;~i:::~!~i~ 
; ~ . . . ~  Weds to Friday 
uJ SKEENA MALL 
~ 9:30 asS, to 9:30 psm. 
- . - - -  w s6 '  ' Saturday H Y . . . . . . . .  j - - - - -  ~ r - - - ' - - "  
, ,~gB~ IIIlii I I I 9 a, ms to 6 psm. 
t 
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lit was an active weekend here in Terrace 
their help in organizing and Seasons Sports for their "Terrace Figure Skating 
decorating for the dance, donations of prizes. Club. the cost is $21 for 10, two- office, Monday to Friday hour sessions, from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
Introduction to Batik, The Super Saturday 
starts Saturday, Nov. 11, and Program is now running 
still has some openings Saturday afternoons from 
available. The program 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
includes instruction in Cheryl Fleury, one of the 
design, color, and basic summerplaygronndleaders, 
dyeing methods, using old is the leader for this 
and modern techniques. You program. It is two hours of 
crafts but games and special 
events as well. 
Christmas is Jumt around* 
the ~'ner  and it's time to 
get going on your Christmas 
cards and decorations. To 
give you some creative ideas 
and help you along, a 
Christmas Crafts Program 
is being offered, This is a 
'l'nls past weekend there 
~.was a great deal of activity 
in Terrace, with the The Pumpkin Carving- The Adult Learn to Skate 
Halloween Disco Dance Costume Contest was also a Morning Program has 
!i ~ddng place Friday night, success, againlargely due to nearly finished its first :* Once again Sal-Soul was students of community session, and registration is 
responsible for the music, recreation class. The day. now being taken for the 
end everyone had lots of fun. was a success, and thanks to second session. This session 
• 'Special thanks to the Safeway for their donation of starts Tuesday, Nov. 7, and 
~,students of Community. pumpkins and also to rtms untilDec. 7. Thecootis 
,recreatiou class at Caledonia Woolworth's, Toco Craft, $15 for 10 sessions and the 
~niorSecondarySchool, for Northern Crafts and All instructor is from the 
K mart BRAND 
ALUMINUM FOIL 
K mart Brand Aluminum 
Foil is perfect for many 
of your kitchen needs. 
12" x 25'. 
K mart LETTER 
SIZE PADS 
K mart Letter Size Pad 
with plain or ruled paper. 
150 sheets. Vellum fini|h. 
CLEAR CELLULOSE 
STICKY TAPE 
Take advantage of this 
bargain buy on cellulose 
sticky tope, Approx. I/2 x 
1,000 Incnce. 
Also starting into its 
second session is Time for 
Tots, a very popular pre- 
school program for the tots 3 
years and up. This program 
includes games,, arts and 
crafts, sing songs and 
children's films. The session 
starts Tuesday, Nov. 7 and 
runs bi-weekly until Dec. 5,  
can register for this or any fun for kids in all age groups, three.week program starting 
other program at the arena featuring net only arts an d Wednesday, Nov. 22 from 
K mart LEGAL & 
PLAIN ENVELOI~ 
Choose from one bull uV. 
80 plain envelopes or one 
box of 40 legal envelopes. 
Buy now and envoi 
GUY LAFLEUR 
EXERCISE BOOK 
Guy Lsfleur ¢oll b~nd 
exercise book, 
K~ 3~Y 
CRIMP SET 
NYLON YARN 
Great for baby clothes or 
fine knitting end crochet- 
ing. 3 Ply 1 oz. bail. Asst. 
C01OUrS. 
List ~ 1.1 L i l t  Price 4 
lart ~ SI 
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 pdlm l l~  
more informati~pkm 
Sharon or Co l lmmm~.  
" Theie are mu~ swim 
programs com~N~ the 
days ahead, set 
of swim ~ will StL,'t he 
week ct Nov. e, and those 
who have not yet registered 
for these clause, will be able 
to at 9a,m. at tie swimming 
pool,. 
'11 
~,!. 
SALT AND 2 PC. FORK 
PEPPER CADDY & SPOON SET 
7" ALUM. EYELET 
BACON PRESS TOOL KIT 
BISCUIT OPEH END 
ICUTTER SET WRENCH SET 
111/4 INCH 
LADLE 
MAGNETIC .... 
TACK HAMMER 
VINYL $ETOFTWO I CHROM'~'~"PPLATED J ~ PLASTIC DR1r'~lIp I ~f~q I~ _ _  
WALLETS TROUSER HANGERS I PASTRY BLENDER I I DRYHANGERS J 
Kmart OOC Kmart OOC [ Kmsrt (~OP- 'llKmert IDliOIC I 
SalePrice ~_gEach SalePrlce gO-sat  I S.lePr, ce OO~ch II SalePrice OO~_ac h I 
~ ~  ~ - = - = - - - -  , ______.___- -____._~ - -  , _ 
l [  SETOFTWO I METALOVER ~" FIVEBAR I I  2PC. NON SLIP I I  I 
13PIECE SCOOPSETI [ SKIRT HANGERS I DOORHANGER SLACKRACK I I  SLACKRACK I I GRAVY' LADLE I 
K mart C K mart C K mart C " K mart C K mart C Kmart oF C 
"1 r - - ' ~ ~  ~ - -  Sale Price 88 Each _~ll Sale Price naSa t ~ Sale Price --,:.l Sale Pr ice  _~(~- - - - '~-~ Sale Price R , I • 
• .m.   tJltJt 
3 PC., PLAST|C . 
I~ '~ / - - -~O0P I [ MIXSPOONS [ [ 3"PARING KNIFE F [12"BASTING SPOON] 112" SLOTTED SPOONJ IS"POTATO MASHERI 
Kmert C K mart C K mart oF C K mart C K m=rt C K mart C 
~ ~ J s a l e  Price 88  Eech Sale Price 2 SETS 88  Sale Price 2.88 " ~ ~ l s a l e  Price 88  Each Sale Price 88  Each Sale Price ~8C~ch88 Each 
I S , / , INCH TURNER I I SPREADER I I iEASURINGSET I ICE-RC EAMIIg~OMP J l CHAS~s~ULI~:"~UM I I "AM~U~RNs '  I 
K mart C K mart C K mart C K mart oF C K mirt oF C K mart C l..,..,,o, as - ] l  88 -  I....,-2,,88 I I :::.,,o. 88L1  
- ' 
:anal;rice O F C ~n~O~:MC e SETS C K mert g C ~ . ' -  / I 2i 88 c J J L Km~rice 2 ~ 88  C J 
1 
5 
q- 
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f~t  \Blue aibbon Bakery 7
3 Cakes 
t .... y 
| ~ i~P~LJ / i J i i L~ I Ii ~. \ $.OiiiiiCeriillc.ie. / 
~,6ordon.& lndotsont / ~' [Off 
t '\ ',. $15 6i'1 CertifIcate , ' /  ,, ~ l~ l~ 
, , v ' ' -  
i~  FOLLOW THESE SAFTEY RULES' C o s  t u m  e 
® Cto<,s only at corners, never between 
'parked cars, never diagonallyacross ' "  C o l l t e ~ t  e All trick-or-treating should be clone 
a,n intersection, between the hours of 6 - 8 p.m. 
'~ .LocJl~: in all directions before crossin g 
the street. ' Terrace and Thernhill Primary and Parents hould accompany groups of 
trick-or-treaters. 
o Watch fin" and obey all traffic lights. Elementary Schools who have agreed • All treats should be 
• Walk, never run across the street, to participate in this contest were asked taken home for inspec- li 
~U;;e sidewalks, .not thestreet, for to choose the first place winner of three ~ .  ~ lion before they are it, l l  ' ] ~'° • 
~. all~,~,n g. categories; -Humorous, Original and eaten. 
1 
'~">"'~',~::-~~'-=- " " '"  Spooky Special. The winners will .0n iT  young gobblins 
k ~ ~  ~ A ' ~ i  i l l  / ' /~~ compete at 4p.m.-to-day ~ at"The iierald" (13 and below)should 
. . . .  be encouraged to go 
.~ ,~~~, .  o" and prizes _will be awarded to the 1st, trick-or-treating. 
~ i  2nd,and 3rd place winners. Runners up will Wear short, non-flam- ) ¢° , ~: ' ° 
receive prizes as well. Pictures and story mable costumes which 
will followNov. I are light in color. 
~ ~ ~  * Trick-or-treating 
should be confined to 
~~'7 ,~~~ young goblins' own 
~'~ ""'" " ' HAPPY AHD neighborhood. ,-::--] O[el'li TV Centre Ltd. ~ HAVE A • Flashlights should be 
4607 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635"5810 635"3144 SAFE HALLOWEEH!! carried after dark. 
tlti'rz~iiIAi~l'ltltl~41At.,~rt',M--~illl I I  I I I I  m l l l l t 2 z ~ l l 3 i . ~ l l l l l l l l  - -~  ~ I I I I I l l  I I  I l l l , i l l l l l ,~ lp  . . . . .  - ! 
i l~O! .~f"d~ HAvE A ROOTIN ' -  ALL MOM & DKD 
~G~J, I ~ TooTiN' HALLO IVEEN, Blue Ribbon Bakery I, ~-,/~dd~ "TAKE ALL SEASONS T,l{V. ]'tie TOTS 
-y~,t~t~ T,,EArS SPORTING TI~ICZORTI~ZATI.G '~_~, 1 '  BREADS 
~,/n , .~ / HOME FOR 31031 GooDs THIS YEAR! 
1,>,,'<?, (':~.~/' " ,  TO CHECKS" ":"::~" "Your Personal ttake~/" 
"+ ' "  <-',,j l.,.,.,.;~illiniicf ¢O-OP ASSO0, 635..6063 
i ~"  ~ "4617 GREIG 635-6347 4542 LAKELIE 635-2982 lo,4. 4717 takehe, Terrace 
I "-[g I \ I Have a happy and SAFE 
ICil.t!:¢:i'; .~fOV~ ( ~  i Halloween, . l i e  . H ~eeti 
I "CARR Y A FLASHLIGHT!" a~ HAPPY 
i 6~5'-~5"i~ 4666 LAZELLE ~ I TERRACE KITIMAT 3207 KALUN , 4717 LAKELSE 
i!l' ~ l 
dally herald S PO RTS' 
SECOND SECTION with Chris Porter 
tL_. , 
• Competit ive trail ride covers 
ten tough, rugged miles 
Nineteen narOy, brave other bridge and have a hoof riding Legacy Kyan, " an annual thing. Next ]/osi 
souls along with their horses check pert way through the Guylaine Poirier riding 
recently braved the ch!il and en, me. Whitenix. Best Over Ob- 
damp air to take part in a Terrace first. Nina Cathy Barber eet a~ staclos: Tracy Scott riding 
Kavnnagh, the Copper River blistering pace on her Legacy Kyan, Honorable 
~Riding Arena instructor handlome gelding, San Mention- Alison Maximchuk 
dacldedthatasawisd-upfor Teano, to make the fnetest riding Maestoso. Best 
the horse people this eeason time over 10 mile=, including Conditioned Horse: Tips Hi 
to have a ten mile corn- theobetacles, of 58 minutes. Jinks ridden by Mira 
pelltive trail ride open to all C, athy Barber nnd San Tea=to Morrison. Best Sportsman: 
horse owners in the Terrace passed a numbeP'of and was 'Jeanne Maximchuk riding Legends Legscy. Hi-Point 
• area. . theflrsthometoaoupofhot Overall Trophy: (Donated 
Eleven Judges volunteered chocolate and n plate of 
their services to stand at slzz]ing chill. It was noted by Northwest Sportsman) 
that Cathy's horse was Alison Maxlmchuk riding 
each mile point and rate the • hardly puffing when he came Maesteso. 
various horse and riders as Following the trail ride 
they.went over the obstacles, over the finish line. and the judging, everyone 
Theflrst rider left at9 a.m. 
followed by 18 other riders. 
one every five minutes, with 
the first obstacle being a 
gate, and other obstacles 
being a bridge, cowhide, one 
jump, having to back 
throngh nlong L, make a 360 
degree tam, 8o over one 
The placlnge for the settled down to drink hot 
Competitive Trail ride were coffee, hot chocolate and as 
as follows: Fastest Time: much chili as could be 
Cathy Barber riding San consumed. 
Teano. Top Five Riders: The horses were sil 
Cathy Barltmr ddl~ Sin treated to extra feed as they 
Teano, Linck ~ r id /~ ihad done a super Job for the 
Babe, Alison Mmdmchuk. 'contestants. 
~d~. ~mu~uo, ~ey  Scott ' '~.. This event is hoped, to I~.. 
entries as were registered. 
The trail ride could not have 
been successful without the 
able assistance of the many 
volunteers who stood out on 
the road, doing the lonely lob 
of judging each obstacle, 
feeding the hungry horde 
and being available 
wherever needed. 
Thanks go . to  the 
businesses that donated 
prizes to the top winners, 
such as Northwest Spert- 
smnn, All S~om Sporting 
Goods, and Ev s Men's Wear 
Ltd. 
Of course, aspecial thanks 
must go to hardworking Nina 
Kavanngh ot the Copper 
River Riding Arena who 
master-minded the event, 
then entered the Competitive 
Trail Ride on her lovely 
stallion, Ferslk. 
LancaSter a,, 
all time great" 
TORONTO (CP) --Sns- 
:~tchewan Roughrtders 
completed their 1978 
Canadian Football 
'Leasue schedule -on 
'Sunday and, gave the 
league statisticians an 
early opportunity to 
recap the record 
highlights of 19-year 
veteran Ron Lancaster. 
Lancaster turned 40 two 
'we~m ago and his 19 
.complete seasons is a 
record for CFL quar- 
terbacks. 
Among his other most 
'notable league records: 
Most passes thrown-- 
6,=83 
, Most completed 
pansos--3,384 
Most yards passing-- 
50,53,5 
• Most touchdown 
passos--¢33 
Most games throwing 
paoses--279 
Moetennseentive 
games throwing pasess-- 
i10 
Most games throwing 
20 or more passca-l~ 
Most games throwing 
30 or more passee--277 
Most games throwing 
completed passes-ZW 
Most games completing 
20 or more passos--32 
Most games passin8 for 
200 or more yards--If5 
Most games throwing 
one or more touchdown 
Mut  Samos throwine 
two or more touchdow~ 
paues -~ 
Among omer I~ibllghte 
in the weekly statistics, 
Larry Key of British 
Columbia Liess and Jim 
Sykes of Calgary 
Stampeders both Joined 
the 1,000-yard rushing 
dub. 
Key ran for 87 yards 
~galmt Toronto 
Argonauts on Sunday and 
ran his season total to 
1,044 while Sykes added 92 
yards against Winnipeg 
for a total of 1,020. 
They join Mike 
Striekland of Sasknt. 
chewan who narller hit 
the 1,000 mark and wound 
up the season with 1,066. 
Others within range of 
1,000 are Wianlpeg's Jim 
Washington who needs 45 
more yards and Jim 
Germany of Edmonton 
Eskimos who needs 115. 
Tight end Tony Gabriel 
of Ottawa Rough Riders 
has reached the 1,000- 
yard mark In pass re- 
celving for a record 
fourth consecut ive  
season. Gab~el has l,-C~ 
yards on 65 catches. 
Winnlpng's Joe 
Poplawski still leads the 
league in number of pass 
receptions with 72 for 
gains of 952 yards 
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AGAR AVE MARKET 
DIAl 
Watoh For 
"SPEOIALS" 
onoo e week L - -~  
from your 
oornor store. 
GAINS DOG MEAL 
2k .o¢. 2.27 SALE $1.69 
Manta Raisin 
2lb. Pkg. 
Reg. 2.66 
SALE 
$2.19 
Lipton Soup 
Mix. 
Ohiokon Noodle or 
Garden Ve|. 
4Y=oz. Roll;. 73" 
SALE rl4, 
OERAMIO FIRING 
6008 AGAR AVL 63~/302 
SHORT TAKES 
ON SPORT 
with Chris Porter 
It's once • agaid getting to that time of year 
where the CFL playoffs will be under way, and 
after that, the annual Canadian national party 
'known as the Grey Cup, with all the additional 
festivities thrown in. 
What with the Miss Grey Cup contest, ~he Grey 
Cup Parade, and other hoopla that surrounds 
Canada's national football championship, it's 
gaffing so that the game itself is almost taking a 
back seat to the rest of the ritual. 
This year's Grey Cup Game will take place 
Sund0y;': Nov. 26, at ~oronto's~;,CNE~.Stadium~ 
• Long before the two teams, as yet unknown, take 
to the field, the endless ceremonies, 
celebrations, parades, etc. will undoubtedly keep 
many Torontonians, as well as out-of-towners 
there for the occasion, In a state of euphoric bliss 
throughout he week. 
Though most years the Grey Cup game has 
been held in an eastern city, ironically it was a 
"Western team; the 1949 Calgary Stampeders who 
were  Instrumental in helping raise the Grey Cup 
to the grand event it is today. No sooner had their 
Stampeders won the western championship for 
that season than many of them decided to make 
the trip to Toronto any way they could, to help 
cheer their heroes on to victory, and brought 
with them many of the things the Stampede City 
is famous for, namely horses, with genuine 
cowboys to ride them through Toronto's streets. 
This enthusiastic, untamed bunch took Toronto 
by surprise, and residents of the city didn't quite 
know what to do about the situation. It must have 
been quite a shock to the desk clerk of the Royal 
York Hotel when he looked up and saw a horse, 
complete with a genuine cowboy rider, trotting 
through the hotel lobby. And it didn't stop there. 
Before the week was out, Torontonians were 
treated to such sights as chuckwagons parading 
through the streets, outdoor pancake breakfasts, 
as well as all the affractions of an unorganized 
wild west show. Most of them had never seen 
anything quite like it before in their life. .. 
Though a few of the more staid, conservative 
residents of Toronto may have thought the whole 
thing ~shocking, and some no doubt found it 
downright disgusting, most people thoroughly 
enjoyed themselves. What had been up to then 
'merely a football game, had been suddenly 
transformed into an entire week of revelry and 
celebration. The whole event had been given a 
much needed facelift, and today only New Year's 
Eve rivals Grey Cup Week as an occasion to 
'paint the town red.' 
Grey Cup Week '78 will kick off in Toronto 
somewhere around Nov. 19or 20 with many Grey 
Cup activities to be held through the week that 
some sarcastically describe as Canada's annual 
'Grand National Drunk.' Momentum will build 
:through the seven hectic days leading ,up to the 
crowning of Miss Grey Cup, (What's a week long 
=celebration without a queen to reign over the 
festivities?) and the Grey Cup Parade Saturday, 
Nov. 25. On Sunday, Nov. 26, after hours of pro- 
game ceremonies, the eastern champions will 
square off against the best from the west, and the 
game will begin. After about three hours of 
battle, one of the two squads will emerge 
triumphant, and will be declared the 1978 Grey 
Cup Champions. The smoke will clear, and many 
Canadians from all over this fair country of our,, 
will maketheir way back to wherever they terra 
from, many of them with hangovers that will 
take another week to get over, but with fond 
memories of an experience that for most of thr 
is a once in a lifetime things. 
I ei ON ,s OPENING AT 
THE NEW SKEENA MALL TOMORROW! 
O F F  EV RYTHING 
TH ' STOR ..... 
SALE ENDS SATURDA v,  NOV. 4 
b,, 
/ 
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Judee rules Tina can play 
YARMOUTH, N.~. 
(CP) -- A one-man board 
of inquiry established by 
the Nova Scotia Human 
Rights Commission has 
ruled that 11-year.old 
Tins Marie Forbes has 
I T~I I 
the right o play heekey in missioner, ordered the 
the all-male Yarmouth hockey association to 
Minor Hockey Asso- process the girl's ap- 
ciaUon (YMHA). pHcation in the same 
manner as any other ap- 
Judge R.E. Kimball, plieatlon for registration 
the inquiry com. , in the association. 
OOAL AOT 
Pursuant to" Section 16 of Ille Coal Act, notice Is hereby given that Pacific 
Petrolsuma Ltd. has applied for coal Ilcences in the Casslar Land District. Ths 
N.T.S. map reference of these lands Is as follows: 
108-J-2, Block K, Units 43, 44, 45, 46, 53, 54, 55, 56, 63, 64, 6S, 66, 67, 68, 
73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 83, 84, 85, 86, 93, 94, 95 and 
96 
104.J.7, Block C, Units S, 6,15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 33, 34, 3S, 36, 37, 
3~, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 53, 54, S5, 56, 57 and $8 
Excluding sorveyed' coal Iicences in the area held by ether parties. 
Plans underway for... 
The Northern B.C. Wifitsr George region m represented that the mens' basketball host committee, although a ~qmithers was 
,Games Society met with the 
host cemmittee of the 1979 
Games in Smithers last 
Saturday, Oct. 21. Lively and 
profitable was the final 
meeting before the 1979 
Northern B.C. Winter 
Games, which are being held 
in .~mithers~ Feb. 2nd to 4th. 
The Society consists of 
President John Furlong of 
Prince George, Vice 
President Dale Fiddick of 
Kitimat, and the regional 
directors of the six northern 
regions. Bulkley-Nechako' 
region is represented by 
Garry Nelson of Fraser Lake 
and assistant Jim Tschrittor 
of Granlsle; Skeena-quean 
Charlotte region by Skip 
Crenck (represented by Dale 
Dymlanfu at the meeting); 
Kitimat-Stikine: George 
Noumann and Nell Worboys, 
Kitimat; Peace River- 
Liard: Hugh Barlettt, Fort 
St. John; and Carihoo: Linda 
McDonald, Williams Lake. 
by John Furlong• Host 
Community Chairman Brian 
Northup completes the 
society membership and all 
members of the host com- 
mittee were also in at- 
tendance. 
Major piece of business to be 
"discussed was the events" 
brief or the 1979 Games, The 
society went through the 18 
• different events with Events 
Chairman Don Edgecumbe. 
Kltimat and Fort St. John 
disputed the "19 years and 
"under" categor.y in 
Basketball and Volleyball; 
after a long, heated 
discussion both sports were 
changed to the junior 
category: 16 years and 
under. Kitimat argued that 
the senior categories of beth 
sports had ample op- 
portunity to travel, whereas 
the younger teams were 
restricted. It was also 
argued that one of the aims 
of the society was to promote 
At. present, Fraser-Fort the recreational reas that 
had the least opportunity to 
c~r^-~'" area of change 
was also in basketball, 
where "mens open" corn- 
B U S I N E S S  e I R E O T 0  R Y  . petition waSFurlong, In movingadded'thatJ°hnthis 
, category be included, stated 
SKEENA YALLEV TOOVEY 
R ENTALS LTD.  SERVICE 
Most Anything-MostAnyflme For MERCURY OAM~E,~ IlHE lrAwIIIA 
CO.TRACTO.S INDUS'R Y,HO,V ,DUALS '°~bo;o';~ DOLMAR 
.o.rs: Man.- S~t. e.~ " (ohain saws) 
Hours: Non. -Sat. 84 
£~Jg  "1At  "1 4946 Greig Avenue • Dealer Licence " 
g~U' lq i  I Phone635-7417 , 4946 Grelg Number o~O,3A 636-6020 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
• MOULDEO COUNTERTOPS • 638-8195 
K ALWOOD ANSWERING, 
~I~.TCHEI q PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
BRAD REESE ~ PHOTOCOPYING 
~2:. A2,~ "2;/~u, ~ ABINETS SERVICES 
PRINCE GEORGE,  B .C .  V2L  3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. ' ~ 24  HOUR SERVICE 
BUS.  564-1488 
RES. 562-2281 FREE ESTIMATES 4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
B A N Q U E T S  - P A R T I E S  
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eagle Disco 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ud. 
re/~dy ' to 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE OH ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
• MEN• - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graham 635-4543 
B.  POL ICHEK J .  Y ,  PAUL  
PHONE 635-56B3 PHONE $35-9252 
has been a highlight at all the 
previous games. 
Considerable discussion 
took place with regards to 
gymnastics, which resulted 
in Brian Northup introducing 
a motion that would cancel 
the "boys gymnastics" 
category if the B.C. Gym- 
nestles Association did not 
forward the routines for that 
category by Nov. 7. Also 
Included in the motion was 
the stipulation that each 
regional director contact the 
gymnastics clubs in their 
region, informing them of 
the decision, in the hope that 
they would put pressure on 
their parent association. The 
routines have been received 
for the "girls gymnastics" 
class, and that category will 
he offered. 
In volleyball it was agreed 
that the "open mixed" 
category would be open to 
players 21 years and older, 
with equal numbers of male 
and female players on the 
court at once. In 
snowshoeing, the category 
"16 years and older" was 
decided upon; the races are 
to be two kilometers and five 
kilometers. 
Other areas of events were 
left as recommended by the 
Allthe 
arehe . 
Test ddve a Honda toda~ at 
. .  
TERMINAL: . . . . . . . . . .  
EXPRESS 
(636-3680) 
Parcel Pickup & Belivory 
t m em ~m ~mm ~m ~ ~m mm mm m m ~ m ~m m m ~ ~ mm • 
Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs-- Recliners - -  End Tables-- 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
F RIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRY ERS 
number of communities had 
simt briefs regarding events 
and categories which were 
omitted. Representation was 
again made to allow other 
communities to host events 
not offered in Smlthers. At 
the recommendation of 
Brian Northup this idea was 
rejected by the society. 
Northup explained that 
Smithers had submitted its 
application and was ac- 
cepted with full knowledge 
that he community would be 
the smallest ever to host the 
games. It was felt that the 
organization needed to 
operate in more than one 
community would be too 
much for a volunteer 
committee. If an application 
was submitted for joint' 
hosting, that would be a 
different situation. 
It was re-affirmed that all 
athletes 18 years and under 
must he billeted, with no 
exceptions. A brief was 
presented from Burns Lake 
wanting this ruling changed. 
A number d parents wanted 
their children to stay in 
hotels with them. 
ho~t other diecussiens the 
committee submitted a
operate the Fifth .Annual 
Northern B.C. Winter 
Games, even though the 
population of Smithers wW 
increase by at least half for 
that weekend. 
In other society business, 
John Furlong advised the 
new regional directors of  
their jobs, and told them to 
be prepared for the massive 
amount of work to bedone 
when the forms are ready for 
the regions next week. The 
public should note that the 
entire Northern B.C. Winter~ 
Games program is run by 
volunteers, with the ex- 
ception of the host com- 
munity's office staff. Also, 
new acoounting procedures 
were announced, and ap! 
plications will be made for, 
funding to hire a port.time 
executive director. The 
Constitution was ratified and 
re.applieaUon for the society 
number will be carried out.' 
The next meeting of the 
society will be held in 
Smithers next February, inl 
conjunction with the games. 
At thn~ time, applications 
will be,!received and acted 
npon for the 1982 games. 
Williams ~Lake will be. 
ogress report, reporting on hosting'the 1980 games, and: 
aspects of the games• It Prince : Rupert has been/ 
was generally felt that  :mmedasgameshestln1981.. 
F ina l  volleyball 
"playday he ld  : 
The ever busy Beys 'and ternoon, while Prince Rupert 
Girls Volleyball tearns from Senior Secondary School wW • 
Caledonia.. as well asXhe host the rest of the soccer 
soccer finals on Saturday. team, were on the 
road again last weekend. Just a reminder that fresh 
The volleyball teams were in Florida .. oranges and 
Smitbers to compete in the gra.p.e.trmts are _s ine 
final nlavdav of the rem:Lqr 'avaname, am can ne or- 
vouei~h s~ason, whU~-~  by caifing c~on 
soccers~_~uad . . . . . . .  w stnkin~nnrto taoyo JOneS at 635-4715. A 
. . . .  small box of either oranges m a playday at Hazelton . . . . . . . .  
The Girls vollevbafl tea~n or grapetru:m we:ges augur 
didweli .winning~ofth~ 21 pounds, and costs $7.50, 
four rn~tebe'-s'~ev .~nv~l" while a large box of either 
They. ~feated Haz ~eltn'n-~-~-~ ' weighs 42 pounds can cesis 
15-7, downed Houston 15-9, $!4.00. The grapofru~ts are 
15.4. and were triumnhant pink seedless, and the 
• Rnnert Fv~r'ninr oranges are of the naval over Prince . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- -  seemess varmry Tne Secondary School 15-11, 15- . . . . . . .  • ,. 
12. Smithers had thei! ua~eooms smoanmwont.ce 
' h ooing too mum canvassing mmher, owever, downing : "~ ~:"--~'" ~ I" t 
the Caledonia team 15-12, 15- ,, .m.= .~,,~,,,,~u ~,~a, ",., 
residents can oraer oy 4. 
•' ',The Boys ,team didn't'dn~ :en i f in i¢~the~.~Ul~ r* 
too badl'y, -wi-nning- -tw-c For those who have afr~dy 
matches, losing one, and one ordered, the delivery date 
has been set back to match was split. They 
dawned Prince Rupert and 
Houston, split with Kitimat, 
but also lost to the Smithars 
team. 
The Caledonia soccer team 
ihad a rough weekend, lesing 
both their games, 7-1 to 
Hazelton, and 5-0 to 
Kitimat'n Mt. Elizabeth 
Secondary SUbool. 
The Zone Volleyball finals 
for both Boys and Girls 
teams will be held November 
18. The Girk teams will he 
competing in Kitmat, while 
the Boys fimla wUl take 
place in Terrace• 
November 25th. Apparently 
the fruit isn't quite ripe as 
yet, and thedelay is to insure 
optimum freshness in the 
product. Remember, it's 
only a few days from the 
time the fruit is picked until 
it's delivered to your door. 
All proceeds from these 
sales go towards the ex- 
penses incurred keeping 
Caledonia's athletic teams 
going, so here's your chance 
to contribute to a good came, 
and get yourself some fresh 
fruit at a very reasonable 
price• 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J Zone soccer finals will be C ?  d • 
_ i held this coming weekend, a l e n s  
District of Terrace Only i Caledonia will take on 
[ I ' ~ .  ,~4  'r "  N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " i Kitimat's Mt. Elizabeth 
.~t l~,~q~,  CO,otD " ~ Secondary School in Terrace 
.at 1:30 P.M. Friday af- sl l  in. 1)D ~ 
GO "O L ~'1 V~'  MONTREAL (CP)--Mow 
treai Canadiens are close to 
• ,c,c ,u o I October 27th joining the ranks the merely mortal after losing four of 
their first nine National 
• " " " Hockey League games. I . insurance [ We're Expand,ng and Mov,ng into the Main "We']lcome~tofit,'teaid 
J4617 Grelg 635-5232 [ Floor of the I)o-op Centre, Next to the centre Jacques Lemaire of the Stanley Cup champions 
after scoring Montreal's 0nly 
flH Bi t  ' 
M L t l L  
Ready-Mix 635-3936 
CONCRETE 
TERRACE,  B .C .  
0USTOM OONORETE PROD. 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture • Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl 
Repair- Van Conversion Accessories. R.V. Supplies. 
Boattoppin9 & Hardware • Vinyl Car Tops • 
Headliners. Tenneco Covers. Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats 
recovered In original color and material, front & back 
$225 - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather. Complete 
Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
Stairs. Ph. 636-6232 or 0all in Anytime. 
i •4635 LAZEtLE  AVENUE ~F °~ PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR PHONE (604) 635.3863 OR (604) 635.3861 
VISITORS I 
WELCOME ORDE 
HALLIwELL 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
X 
Co o,,,,T,,, I,,,,,,o, 
RD. 
Ill II i 
Here To Service All of Your 
Insurance Needs! 
Bill Keenleyslde and Associate Kirby Kennedy 
Home - Lifo - Boat - 0ommoroial - And More 
Open 9 until 6 daily. Open late Fridays, Saturdays 9.6• 
goal in a 4-1 lees Sunday 
night to the Black Hawha at 
Chicago. "All the guys are 
working herd and at some 
point we can't help but bust it 
• open." 
i The less at Chleng0 ~ 
followed a 2-1 sethack at 
home to New York Rangers 
on Saturday night and a 4-4 
tie with the Maple Leafs at 
Toronto last Wednesday. 
The Canadiens haven't 
won since an 84 victory over 
Los Angeles Kings here Oct. 
22, 
t With a 44-1 record, the 
,Carmdiens are playing at 
only a .500 pace for the first 
time in four years. They 
opened the 1974-75 season 
with two ties, then lost two in 
a row before winning, tying 
and winning again to even 
their mark at 2-2-3 Get, 23. 
They never looked back 
after that and had a 21-game 
undefeated streak later in 
the season. 
In the last four seasons the 
'Cauadiens have lest 14, ll, 
eight and 10 games. Thus 
four losses in nine outings is 
enough to set tongues" 
wagging .wherever hockey 
tans gather, 
"The problem is we lack 
cohesion, which makes the 
work twice has hard and you 
might say we can't make the 
• second effort," said 
Lemaire. 
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...Northern Winter Games 
'EVENT ., 
,Archery 
Badminton 
,.Basketball 
Bro~mball 
Bowling 
LBoxing 
Chess 
C.rl~g 
'Duplicate 
Bridge 
Figure gkating 
Gymnastics 
' Hockey 
Skiing 
Cross 
Country 
Skiing 
Downhill 
Snowshoeing 
Table 
Temis 
i 'Volleyball 
.Wrestling 
• CATEGORY 
Freestyle 
Barebow 
Unlimited 
Singles 
Jr. Doubles 
Mixed 
. Singles 
Sr. Doubles 
Mixed 
Girls 
Boys 
Men 
• SEE SUPPLEMENT 
By Weight 
Males 
Females 
Juniors 
Seniors 
OPEN 
Bantam 
tlouse 
Racing 
and 
Touring 
Dual Giant 
Slalom 
OPEN 2 km 
Skm 
Novelty 
Juniors 13-16 
lilt. 17-19 
Seniors 20 & over 
Junior Boys 
Junior Girls 
Open Mixed • 
AGE OIt WEIGilT GROUP 
Adults 17 & over 
Juniors 13 - 17 
No Juniors in Unlimited 
16 & under 
17 & over 
15 + under 
15 + under 
'19 & over "" 
19 & over 
19 & under 
under 16 
16 - 18 
MALE & FEMALE 
x x 
x x 
2 ,2  
"2 2 
x 
x 
x 
4 I 
2 I 
x 
x x 
SEE FIGURE SKATING SUPPLEMENT 
~E GYMNASTICS SUPPLEMENT 
x 
Juvenile 12-13 x 
Juniors 14-15 x 
Int. 16-19 x 
Seniors 20-34 x 
Vets 35& over x 
Juniors 13-17 2 
Int. 18-30 2 
Seniors 31 & over 2 
16 + over 2 
Singles x 
and x 
Doubles x 
15 + under 8 
15 + under 
Over 21 4 
79 
89 
98 
106 
.115 
125 
130 
136 
141 
149 
157 
167 
177 
.Unlimited 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
2' 
2 
2 
x 
x 
x 
8 
4 
PARTICIPANTS per 
REGION 
8 Participants per region 
8 per region 
(4 Jrs. and 4 Srs,) 
Entrants to make up Doubles 
& Mixed 
1 team of l0 players per 
event 
1 team of 12 players per 
region 
INVITATION 
8 per region per event 
4 per team 
4 teams per region 
15 per loam per region 
14 per team per region 
1 team of 17 players per 
regiu~ 
20 per team per region 
12 per team per region 
4per reglon 
18per region 
8 per team per region " 
Above is a comprehensive 'Events Brief' for the leaving the Games with greater proficiency than 
1979 Northern B.C. Winter Games, which are . when they arrived. People from 100 Mile House 
slate~for the community of Smithers, February . north to the Yukon, and from the Alberta border 
2rid through 4th, 1979. As well as the actual to the Queen Charlotte Islands will be in 
events themselves, various clinics are offered Smithers the weekend of February 2nd through 
during the course of the weekend. Experienced 
people will be there to pass on their knowledge so 4th, 1979, and it promises to be the biggest event 
that all participants will have the opportunity of to ever hit thesmall Northern B.C. cbnlmunity. 
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SAFETY TIPS 
On Propane by 
B.C. Fire Marshall 
• 1 ) Cylinders are to be tr'ansported In upright position at 
all times empty or full. 
2) Cement pad under each cylinder. 
3) Regulator t¢~ be fastened on the wall or short pole. 
4) No cylinders by driveways or road. 
$) Cylinder valves to be changed every ten years. 
.6) Copper lines and flared fitting only. 
7) No cylinders to be put in buildings. 
8) Cylinder 3ft. from any opening or corners, meaning 
basement windows or ground level. 
9) Cylinders not to be dropped. Any dents or pin holes 
will be condemned on your expense. 
10) Folks, we don't want to read about you, but have 
you for our customers. 
Thank  you  
Canad ian  Propane  
Stan  Bergunder  
Management  
636-3396 
i 
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R FURTHER INFORMATION OALL 
TO£~! per EVENT 
64 
64 
160 
96 
96 .  
64 
128 
64 
120 
112 
136 
160 
126 
32 
32 
96 
192 
112 
: !i 
~,~ • 
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WASHINGTON tAP) - -  
Tom Watson finished atop 
the Professional Gol~ers' 
Associat ion money- 
winning list for the second 
straight year with a 
record $362,429, the PGA 
said Monday. 
Watson won $310,653 a
year ago. His $673,082 
total is a record for 
successive seasons on the 
tour. 
G i l "  Morgan, with 
$267,45~, was second this 
year, barely ahead of the 
$267,241 by Andy Bean. 
Jack Nicklaus was fourth 
with $256,672, followed by 
Ilubr,r] Green, $247,406; 
l,ce Trevino. $228.~23, 
l lale Ir'~m. $1,91,656, Bill 
Kralzerl, $183,~3; Gary 
Player, $177,33fi; and 
Jerry PaGe. $172.~YJ~ 
Arnold Palmer, once 
the most dominant pro on 
the tour, was 94th with 
$27,073. And Johnny 
Miller, the heir appareal 
to Nieklaus before his 
~{;in|e coll.lpScd, wasn't 
aruong the lop 100. 
I~,mny l')twards, with 
$:,3.~t:r, ,.~as B0th in 
v,.m:,mgs. ;lie cutoff point 
lor ~ t!t7[t nur exemption. 
I~=nny Wadkins was 6lst 
with $53,~11, but he didn'l 
have to Iini.~h in the top 60 
Io ret'~'.ive an exemption. 
tie ua]'n(d a 10-year 
cxomption when he won 
Ih(: 1977 World Series of 
' Golf, 
' ~ - i  I 
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Everytime you buy me ~ 
from the Pizza Hut from the 3rd, 4th, 5th of 
Nov. One Whole O¢!!ar goes to the Terrace 
',,~',. ~ Day Care Centre 
I'm 0--_. For 
t Me 
PIZZA HUT NEW HOURS 
lon, to Thu, 11 a.m,-11:30 p,m, "," 
Fri. to Sat. 11 a.m.-12 a.m, Sun, 12 p.m,-lO p.m. 
29WINNING 
Here are the numbers drawn in the Oclober 29th draw 
of the Provincial Lottery. Check the numbers below- 
You may be o winner. To claim your prize, follow the 
instructions on the reverse of your ticket. 
If you're not a winner in this draw, 
KEEP YOUR TICKET 
Keep your October / November draw ticket, 
it's also eligible for the November 26th draw. 
$1 MILLION 
WINNING NUMBERS 
[,ls_L s-I-11 i] s-i 
Ti]iT 3 T s ] 3 ] 
F, t 6_1 ]. o 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your tickel :m-~ 
identical to and in the same order as those winnirtg 
numbers above, your ticket is eligible 1o win the car 
responding prize, 
last 6 digils win $tO~O0- 
last 5 digits win $4,000- 
last 4 digits win $100 
last 3 digits win $25 
NOTE: $100 and 925 winners may claim thoff ;.~:'~,~,n,3; t),.' pr*'L~r:td,r,~:} iP',-,,~ t:,- ~,"+ 
to anvbranch otOanadion Impenal Born: of ~":,m.,,c.F.e "'Lv ~I' l'"t*3t' ' ~:' I '  "J 
Alberta, Saskatchewan. Manitoba and Ihe YL,k :~n 
In  the  event  o f  d i sc repancy  between ih i~ h~t t lmJ  P,,.~ of f .  l . l  ,.,~l!.n: , I .'~ : 
list, the latler shall prevail• 
I"ICKEIS FOR: 
MM al :(el :l ;,l:1:1 "Me5 tim L')4:MM 1 
ON SA[ E NOWl  
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
~. . . . - .~  ~ , ~  
,, : t 
,~ : :  ~,~ ' . . ,  ~ ; : • . . . . . .  . . . . . , ; 
~, . ' . :~! : ' !~ i : :~ .~ ' :~ i ,~:  - . .  ~-  : ' . : . - . . . . - :  . . . ' ,  : .  ' l ' • I 
~,~ ,i~..  :~"'~='%~"~~', '%~"":-~..: :i..,~ : . : . . . ~ ~ ~ "  , ~ • " " : • ' . ' : ." ' . . • ~..~:~,,, ~, ,~i ~. ~ ~ i P ~ 1  ~ . - --~m ~. ,.. i I 
.'"-,:.~;L";'~/-.'-~:~,~..~.+.~:;, ~' i ~ ~ ~ . ..' / ' ~ I 
::' :~::'~"*~:~: '~  "~: " ~ i ~ l  r ~ '  ;' " " 
:i.~.:~:,~,,:~::~.,:.:.;~:~ ' , : -  : 
:~,;~ . : i~ :~: ,  .:. .. . . . . . .  .~  
~-/ : : :~ .~ i , -~ ,~ ~ ~ lu [4n~m ~ u m u u n ~  u : . . . .  L ' , ' I 
~,~.~,~.  .r ,~ . . . ' [ n 
" ~L , ~ III1[11111 . . . . . .  II IIII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L . ,. I 
. ! -;~ : : : : '~ ' :~" :  " : :  " : . . . . . .  - " . !'~ ' , '" / 
~'. • .*" '~}~'~;~I "~ '  " " ,~L :  ' , ~'~F, .  ~ • ~ . .  : . ' , . .  • , .  • . . ,  
~'""  ~ ' : : '~  ~ ~ " ; "  : "e  ' "~"  " " " ' " ~ " " " ' ' " " " " • .~..,~ , . i , , . .~ .~: , . ?~, . :~  ~...~.:,:~. . . . .  . : - - _ • . . . .  .- . . . m  . I 
~;~:~!!;'~::~"::': ~I I  111')111('11"'1'l rSllra,~l')l~l i 
~-:~,~i~ !~ :i / !  ;i .. ' .x  , " , " ~ : . . . .  ~ ,  • " I 
" * ' " '  " F I l l  llilllll n allq I 
..... ~.~.~,~. :~ ,~, . . : :  - . ' . . . . . .  ~ ' ,  ..- . / 
~, ~.:.~E~ '~, ... ~- ..~~,~:~,, :: . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
~,.::~. ~;:~,, :i '~.~ , ,,,,, .~,..: . . . . ~ ,., ~ . . ~ ,  . . 
=:~::.~ ~:~: ~,::,,. ~ i l l  II 
" ::.,.~-,~':.!..~::~':,~. ,~ l  . . , .  . 
1 
II II I 
n n 
; " ; "  '.,~.: ~" :* .  ' - - ' ~  old. IFoI~! at ,am/Store : 
. . . .  u...,.,._, l IFT OENTIFIOATE 
':.: ~ .~:  .w~ i.,~.~.: i '  . 
' i .¢  i '  - : , '  , '  
• *: .~ '~ '~ ,  . : : , . .~., .  , . , 
 l am,l  , l'h, n, B,l s O ont,) !;t I 'Thornhi i l Juni°r 
: , . .~. .~' , .  . . 
:~"~'  : 11 lOOn end Vonn~or . .~ : : . _  ' ~ . . . .  • 
, . "~ i  : " ' ;  
, .  :. ~ : " :  . ( ~  '~ 
SKEENA MALL MASCOT 
JUDGINtl NOVEMBER 10 
0 
I II I 
#-,7#1 LAKELSE A VENUE 
o . 
Draw Olosos Nou 
November 10  
I I 
Secondary Band 
- Terrace Pipes | •Drum Band 
- Saturdal 
Orohids for first 1,000 Ladies 
- Saturda! - 
T.K. Radio on IDeation 
verwaite • 
• . .  Mountv iew Sight 
• Bakery  
i Sound Delicatessen 
Haida Modern 
Trav EYes 
, Optioal 
Ideas & 
OhJldrons Boutique Sons 
E 
. o 
Ovna inrvol Located in 0ontcul IIoLt 
2 Weeks  fo r2  People in Beaut i fu l  Fiji 
The Hera ld ,  Tuesday ,  October  3h  1978, Page 13 i ~ '  4 
I 
Orange 
o 
Manii es 
,b 
' , t  
Carters f 
!i jewellers I ) 
I 
i J'ea.,. 
North '. " 
k 
2t { 
t , ] 
Trip To Fiji 
Open to 18 Tun  and Older 
• Tiokote available in an/Skoon Ilali, Storo~ 
Vii OP AIR 
JUDGING 
NOVEMBER 17 
Hall Horehants and Fami/! net EIiBiiblo" 
Draw Closes Noon 
November 17 
! 
4741 .LAKELSE ,4 VENUE 
TERRACE, B. C. 
o • 
Pa~e "14, The Herald, Tuesday, October 31, 1978 
II 
Bennett spending the bucks 
VANb~JUVER (CP) -  StepPe said on an 
Premier Bill Bennett has open-line radio show that 
more than doubled the it now costs $750,000 a
spending on his office year tooperateBennett's 
since he was elected in office, compared with 
t975, Vie Stephens, $331,000 when New 
provincial Progressive Democratic Party leader 
Conservative party Dave Barrett was 
leader, s~id Monday. premier. 
The Conservative 
leader said he got his 
figures from two pro- 
vincial bud~zets," 
He said that in the last 
budget brought down by 
the NDP for the 1975-76 
fiscal year, $331,000 was. 
,~mgneU for the cost of 
Barrett's office. 
Stephens said that-'in 
the 1978-79 budget 
• brought down by the 
Social Credit government 
in March, $754,000 was 
appropriated to operate 
the premier's office. 
Prises in Effeot to Saturday, November 4th due to Mail Strike 
Mack  a Decker, 
'ROUTERMATE' 
Makes a Workmate 
Even More Useful! 
A special fen~e~a!)d mounting 
plate ass. emb~g fOr rise with 3/4 up 
shaping and routing Router ~ ~"~- - '~1~~~ 
to 1% h,p."rb'uter for p~,rallel 
mate holds router flrmiy to make "~"~8 -- 
oeoo.,,, oo,. ano,o.., e " , , , .  1484  work is guided by fence._ " ~ i 
Adju.ta~,e w,~th and de~t. cut. In t roductorv  i 
too. Another great idea to make Im,.--.~,. ~, i 
your lifeslmpler179-013-04. ,r j:i.E R K I T  
the Wen heavy- 
ter, plus edge & 
" t ' i lO  gu ide '  1/4 52 ' sight bit, veneer 
nd 'How To Do It' 
IOK5 ' 
48" BASEBOAR-D- 5/8" PARTICLE 
HEATER 
1500 watts instant radiant 
'"' °'°' ""°'c°° 30S4 . warm air distribution. 0 U Thermostaticatly con, The solid project cost- 
trolled No.88 cutter. Ideal for floor sheet. 
underlayment, 4'x8' 
FIBREGLASS .~,_, ~ ~  .,SU'AT.0,14 
~'~1: Frai c~°~u F/tl: c5 ~nn~h e Ss 
90 aq. ft. of house warming  
energy-sav ing  good stuff, bl J  | l e  ~"  
PRICES IN EFFECT TO NOV. 4 OR WHILE STOCKS LAST 
CHECK YOUR 4-PAGE FLYER OR OBTAIN ONE AT 
636-7254 
ALBERT & MoOAFFERY 
4805 HIGHWAY 10 W, TERRAOE 
.I 
i.Y I1:t 
636-7264 
D 
OR SO IT SEEM8 
Marry  and  l i ve  longer  
'death in the United States, 
HALIFAX (CP) -- Marry back to loneliness. In all bloodpressure and cigarette touch, as when a patient's 
and live longer, says an those • categories, fewer smoking, he said. pulse was taken. 
American psychologist who married people succumbed Dr. Lynch bases his fin- 
believes loneliness is the than divorcees, dings on his observations "If the dfect d" human 
leading cause of premature Dr. Lynch, here to give a duringtheisstlbyenmofthe contact is messurenble, if 
effect of human contact on the pulse rate is 
Dr. James Lynch of sertesoflecturesonthecen, isolated experimental dramatically altered, It 
University of Maryland's sequences of loneliness in animals and patients lends to conjecture of what 
psychiatry department enid critically ill patients, said isolated in hospital by can happenin the absence of 
divorce is a risk factor in heart disease, cancer, heart disease, disease, human contact" 
cirrhosis of the liver, in. He found 'that the heart Confining his statistical 
flue~saandpneumonin, traf- The loneliness of people rate of critically ill patients flndingstoprematuredenths 
tic accidents, suicide and who are divorced, widowed steadied markedly or even c(U.S, citizens (dentils.prior 
homicide often are sparked orsingleisenmeshedinsuch, ame out of "heart block" to age ?0), Dr. Lynch said: 
by factnrs that can be traced risk factors as obesity, high through simple human_ ,,if you are divorced and 
' ' ' . . don't smoke, and the death 
(on mE 61UE married and chain smoke ... social isolation is associated " with heart disease." 
gtL THE (OmFORTS census of 1960, which ako are borne out by the IV/0 census, he said premature death from cardiovascular 
OF HOmE was anywhere from two to lC times higher than for mar. @ • • tied people in any of ,the 
United States. 
Accidental fire killed I$ di- 
vorcod persons for every two 
married persons; for every 
35 married parsons killed in 
traffic accidents, there were 143 traffic death. ,menl 
divorcees. 
For every 11 married 
persons who died of eirrbesla 
of the Liver, 70 divorcees 
died, "and for every 17' 
there wereSUicides within92 ~nuu~ia~ ~i~: 
vorcad or widowed people. 
Dr. Lynch said the cancer' 
rate was almost double in 
people living alone. 
He said c~Ildron also are 
victims of divorce, aM that 
Now you  can  go  anywhere  and  st i l l  have  those  f ~ 'L : - - - -~  
alghough t~e effects of 
loneliness and separation 
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles, for decades, society eouM. 
Its the only way to gol expect such stmea to have 
effect. 
"~" E bal r 
1978 FORD THUNDERBIRD .~TRQA said most  
V4, Automatic, Tilt Whoa|, cruise, Control . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mp, n vv lp '  
1977 OHEV VAN happy lot 
$6295 WINNIPEG (CP) - -  Embalmers, says. Albert Short wheelbase, V4 Asia, sun roof, stereo . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lecisb'e, are a fairly joyful 
:bunc5 as a rule. 
"You must have. 
1977 OHEV BELAIRE ~dOQS ..~,,o~,,~,® o, you'll crack up dealing with 
4 Door Sedan V8 aoto, P.S:; P.s." . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ipw- I I 'VVU death all the thee," he enys. 
But the ZT.year-old b'ee- 
1977 MUSTANG e::::nE isnee embalmer adds. ' "there etill is 'rcom for  
3-dOoi V-8, 4 speed, T roof, stereo . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q~q i~q l~q l~ respect." 
RE "You don't ever crack a 
F250 SUPEROAB "k)ke ab0ut a b°dy'" " 1977 FORD t a~ . . , , . . .o~, .  ~ded ,.to ~ ~mlou by 
Ranger, Camper Special, V.O Auto.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q~FVVVV a lush-scripps aptitude test ,  
founded his own company. 
1977 .H .  . ............ ' ....... $6896 - ' -  " Explorer 4x4" V.8 auto. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  Manitoba funeral homes. 
After high school, he el)eat 
two yesrs as an apprentice 
1976 INTERNATIONAL g .U_qR ~*- .~ ' " '~- - - "~ ~-  
1~/2 ton with steel deck, low mileage, excellent service truck . . . . . . .  ~p' ,qwwww course and passed a 171R '& government exa- - l l on  to ' 
i976 FORD F260 OREW OAB become a l ieensed~im~, em- 
'4X4. V-8 auto.'trans ............................................. ,Mip, i n v v  ~ is J re  ~ Sp~lt  tiM) 
S2963 
• at a funeral home to (pmll~, 
1972 DODG -~ . .  E VAN " ~~'~ ~'~"  
VO, Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  y.,.;.¶ ................................... He's on call M hoursa day, 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  $6196 [ 385 days a year and asys is well into the 
1977 0APRI  DOOR ~0.000 brachet. . 
' Leclelre says b'e has' Va, 4 S~er tOW t,~lleage . . . . . . . . . .  
tripled, hLs business in the" 
last three years. Most of his 
1978 MAZDA GLO $4796 " 
Automatic, Low Mileage ....................................... ' tO employ the 
'" embalmers needed to. 
guarantee each other 
1976 GRANADA 4 DOOR $4796 rngular time off. 
"Fees are low enc~ to be 
P.B., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . , . .~  ve, Auto, P.S., appealing to fune~'al; 
directors, yet high emulfh so: 
that I enn make a good Uving 
at it," he says. ' 
1977 18' SANGSTER Embalmin~istheproma 
• . whereby the Mood In Qle .  
body is replaced .by a fluid:" . 
166 H,P. Moroury inboard outboard. EaRl load trailer, that usua.y 'conelds of 
• methanol and formaldehyde.; 
Toilet. Dopth Soundor. Cee-5oo Radio. LJko new ooadJtJon ~th  caused by ~:  
. . . . . .  diseH; such as ~aundlm,. 
requlrea that a dilMre~' 
solution be used . . . .  
shapes damaged tis~e and 
repairs the effects of am: 
In recognition of progressive management... ButepBy if ~ ~ IMMm! 
modern safes and statics fecitltles...eound performed, 
merchandising practices,,,high quality stan- 
dards.., end continuing interest in ~:qdsrlng The pre418ure8 of the JO~, 
superior service to owners of the Ford family of h&ve b4M~ ki low)i  to  dr ive,  
fine products, some funeral industr~ 
employees tothe bottle for ~, 
~PREsENTED little liquid rel ld, ~.ialre; 
' TO: says, Imt he adds he enJoya: 
TO,TUn Totem Ford hies Ltd. m work. . 
"somdme mustp/~dde ~, 
4631 KoHk this sorvice, l do |t, notoutof~ 
noble moUvm, but becat~e I~
~ave a really pod time] 
. i ' doing It" . . . . . .  .. I 
/' : 0 
And you think 
,you're hooked 
I1_ 
Gov 't planning 
tO get it back 
'OTTAWA (CP) -- The Unomploymentln- 
government gave formal sm'ance Act, aimed at 
noUce to Mrs Monday reducing benefits nexl 
that it plans to tax. back year by t580 million. • 
some unemployment .Employment, Mintster~ 
insurance benefits paid to Bud Cullen said last 
certain clnlmants, month the package would 
The Herslcl, Tuesday, October 31, 1978, PIIIO 15 
FOe SZD rzczou  
Suicide watch ordered 
NEWYORK(Reuter)--A 'mentwlllkeepVicloosundar room she shared with 
Judge has ordered a reun~- constant observation as a Vicious. 
.theclock "sucide watch" on resolt of today's cenrt order., . Judge Bcokor postpone<i 
;British punk' rock mtmiclan ' today's hearing, at widen 
JudgeLeon Becket c~ New Viclous was not present. 
Sid Vicious, accused of Yorkcrlmlnalccm't, whoor- Prosecutor Robert Silborin8 
dered the watch, also . . . . . .  was not ren~v to I~O SS lO  ~e - .v  requested a psychological ,~ ,~a 
examination of Vicious, 21, ~'..'~.'7/- - - ----nted 
o . ,4  o .~ lm . . .w i  the  V IC IOUS was  re ]prew= 
_--",.'o;.,.~"'~"..+"~,.._+"~+ by James Merberg, an 
&I I IMOI+I l I I I  O O l lg l I~ l l l l l+ l l l '  O l l l l~ l l l ' o  ~4~ uHA~lv .kn0w n 
hearing until Nov. 21. lawyer F. Lee Bailey. 
AnofflcislatBellevuceaid MiRa Spansen was found Outside the courtroom, 
guards assigned by the Ndw dead of a single etah wound Merberg said he expected 
York corrections depart- in the abdomen i  the hotel" ViCious to remainin hospital. 
PHILLIPSBURG, N.J. :would say I'm going to quit. 
(AP) -- For 22 years 'I 'm IdUin8 myself and I 'm 
JaCClUalyn Rogers tried to .losing the one thing I cherish 
quit smoking. She spent two +the mat--  John." 
.: sceslensaweekand~,000on When she was 48--wlth 
I n  10 years  it  never" did. 
She  says  she  hash  ever  
"stabbing his girlfriend 
Nancy Spungen to death. 
Vicious, whose real name 
contain a special pro- in John Ritchle, is in 
craved a cigarette in that However, operation of 8ram to recover some Bellevue Hospital where he 
time. And that is what she the plan remained a benefits from claimants was taken last week after 
claims is so unique about mystery as officials said 
SmokEnders, a program in theywouldbeincontempt whosegreasincomeintha catting his wriais. 
which over 200,000 of Parliament by re -ca lendar  year exceeds 
• • ~2,000. 
Americans have par- leasing details that MPs Cullen said th~ 
:a  psychiatrist; she un- ;children ranging in age from I 
derwent hypnosis; locked five to IS--the family had a . .  
her cigarettes in the glove proposition. They would take  
~on~.pa.r.t~ne.ntof..h~.carand .over . '  .marketing, . .  Ueipated. o . . . are tou,_seefor the first govemmentmight ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..~...~c~.:.-~3~..~.:<..:,~ ...  .:.'...~o"~.~'::~:-.'~.~'~'.'.~y"~'"~:~A 
~erhome. andmotbarwoulddev0to~ll, wondering if her program Wednesday is the 4heouah the taz system ~ ~ m s~ • ~ 
Nothing worked. .  .fimetoresenrchingwsYs m wonldwarkwlthotbecs.With scheduled date for in- 'and he said the .h/gh. ~! AR~[ , / ]~ I lu~k I~tAO I t -~ l  l O l r q f q O O  [~ 
~_~n_e ~__~]an  com~_ ] ate, am _ol~g..~. ,,.=,.,_,. lmrh~l~nd.fl.unneing.it, a.he treductton in the Co m. income earners would ~i'.. ~ M ~ V V  ~ L , ~ i |  | ~ ~  ii~l 
, ,.wa~eo mowm Is c~m~r -~a~w,ums~oo. smm~ s~e~w~masmauaam monsofthegovemment's have their benefits re- ~.': ~ ,m,~. ,~,x  . :::: 
,ridd~lungsbein~moved,. !like tba plan at all," Jackle the local newspaper. Now n~ckn~enf~hnn~mtnt1~ daced,,.,~,~,ivel,, ' ' ~ ~ /  ~ MA& I f ,A - - , J [  | . ,  , , , , . .-. . i:~ 
'.mMtbenshedidqnit---fora ~ys,.".bat .they .were so em~; she has a staff of ~00 with . . . . . . . . . .  r - . .~-~ , ~ ~:: ~ ROl  U l l lU l l l  In  gu l -  ~I 
• ~ew meatus. , uenm. s mare mem agree I another 3,000 parttime . . . . .  _ • ~.:~.', ~ ;~ --. m, ms s a~s = ~:] 
/, S~e wu reduced to+ could smoke while I did the workers. All mu~t be grad- • ' • . • ' :i:! .'~ " ~i 
Mashinacigarettosleether renas,t~h. , told them ,I eatesofSmokEnders. F inanc ia l  d i sc losure  u.u. 1e l  u l roovoQ.  II 
.i~'our children end husband coal.tint, think if I didst Thesucceas rata hs abaut ~ , ~ ' ~  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITA'L.LI~2041 ,~ 
/~! !earn that she ned failed smmce. ' ~0percent, Jackle says. For __ |  . . . . . .  -1  ~___  _1__1__~___  ~ ~ /  _. " ~|  
.. lapin. . . . . . .  She stsrted in the stacks of. the flrst five weeks, entrants, p la J [ ] .P_eO Io r  c leoates  ~-~'q ie~ DIAI.-AN.ORDER m..Ml~ . ":'!1 
!:{~ ": ButJaemesm~ennermt Lafayette College ana are encouraged to smose .'.::~ ~ . . " . . . . . .  ~ 
'cif~retts on. Feb. 1, 19~8. visited clinics, universities during their 2½-hour. OTTAWA(CP)--Ti~.ogov- mentarlansinthecommens i~ ~/~ \ TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE ~ 
Shortly after, she founded' and medical conferences, meetings. The last three .ernmen.t pro. l~...s~l Mmeay andSenato. !:i: • m ~ • . . . . . . .  
-~mokEnders, a company "Only two articlas tated it meetinasareemckefree, m maae mm~amu, mrs The proposals would put :::: | / | l~ f~ °lP'4Pmt 5KOGLUND HOTSPRINGS - ~1-~11~ •
that now operates in 20 was an addictlen. Meatwere It 'sexpensive--~to~95 disclose their nnanctsl in- into practice the general i~ii V | ~  ~ ~ 
., major elties in the United very neaatlve about for eight weeks. "The price terests when they par- principles enunciated in :!::' . - v v t~LI'S PLACE:~I~.~3I . ~.| 
.States as.d has i'eeently come sm0kors. I had already lost baa to be what the censumer ticipate in .parlta.mentary conflict-of-interest . , i'i: I I IMAa~A ~l i~  - .~,'~ 
teuaanea,and No,ray.. .  , my respect for myself and perceives as slguiflcsnt," debates or cltscumi.o.m wits legklatien introduced in the. '.'.':i l _ l~ l [ '~[ I  Pe¥S BEAUTIFUL. 53S.t~! . i;.~,L 
:~ne wont eay::wnot me this re.enforced m guilt shaasys coueaguce aria mw ser- Commons earlier this ,.'.':': m , ~ - - v w ,  . ~...[ 
.rcompan~ is worth, bat it's' Nobedywas te i l~ ~ there jackleRogers, whotraded" vents. ' month. Thcywilldadebated !!i ' .' 
big e~.ugh to Im..ve..t~wn wuhq)e . "  ,,,-, .~,* ,  - ,~,,,, for ,, b i -  The ~O.la]sal..w~. one of at the ,me time as the bill. :::: ~ i ~  r ~  I F ree .  for  ONE month  ..oermsy of THE 
more t,an.$~ ..m~..en ,am a,,,~ ~,,,,,,,~,,,ah,,,~ c,,~ ,...., . . . . . .  ~ . , , . . . , . .  several tamen m me t~o.m- The first proposal would ..., I I ~ , J ' /V  • DALLY  HERALD ;:': 
•, recent aovertismg cam- . mons by Deputy Prune uire an MP in any debate ..., :.:. ,~,,m, And ~t,.,~a Laursn iso]ated138dilterantaspects husband, is 55 now, but she . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c~ requ  . . . . . . . . . . . .  .:-: ...~1 
r , -~- -  . . . .  " , -~  , m, - , - t c r  , ,umu ~v, r~u, .aan~ ' o r  OCSun l~ ' ,Vi l l i  COUengues  {-3 . ;'.' 
Mr nftbehabitandchecfarlfled worries about every failure.. ~ ou wish our Business Phone , /..: 
• a ~"  ~ '  • wVVw ~ i i ,  ob luu lml~o + un .b  t t  .%. i ' ~;.'~ • ~8J~or Barry.Manuow an , parliamentary standing si nillcant relevant in- .'.. - .-.;% ,~ o,,m,,~ ~,retarv, being a damn martyr. I smnehedydoeantquitsmek- ,~.~o,,,_.,.~, ~ ,  ~,,~,, .~ ,_~. ,  . . . . . . . .  ,., ^. .:.: laste d for your  customers  please call ~ ~  ~ ~ i  ~ 
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Rail strike short lived 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
three-day strike on the 
British Columbia Railway 
ended today when 
negotiators for the Crown- 
owned railway and its joint 
council of seven trade unions 
reached a tentative contract 
agreement. 
Council chairman Norm 
Farley said 2,100 union 
members will return to work 
immediately and vote during 
the next 10 days whether to 
ratify the oneyesr contract. 
Farley did not disclose 
details of the retroactive 
agreement. Union 
negotiators earlier rejected 
an offer of an average 8.6 per 
cent wage increase. 
He said it now is up to the 
membership to decide 
whether the return-to-work 
is just a suspension of the 
strike or "whether they want 
to live within the terms of the 
agreement" for the next nine 
months. 
A company spokesman 
, said he was pleased the 
agreement was reached, 
adding it is up to both sides to 
show the province "just how 
well this railway can per. 
form." 
Labor Minister Allan Wil- 
liams opened the 17-hour 
bargaining session overnight 
and stood by throughout the 
night while government 
mediator Fred Geddes 
became the communications 
link between separate union 
and management rooms. 
Williams aid his role was 
to st/ow both sides how close 
b'my were to a settlement 
and added "there was never 
any suggestion of pressure 
being brought by the 
government. 
"They bargained very 
hard and very long but they 
have achieved, I think, a 
good memorandum of 
agreement and I am very 
optimistic that it will be 
ratified by the membership 
on the railway," said the 
minister. 
Williams aid it is the first 
time the two sides have con- 
cluded an agreement without 
third party interference such 
as government legislation or 
antiinflation regulations. 
"This is a real step for- 
ward in industrial relations 
on the railway and I hope it 
will continue to develop 
between the council and the 
company." 
Members of the Council of 
Railway Unions went on 
strike Friday night when 
negotiators for the provin- 
cial government owned 
railway refused to raise the 
8.6 per cent wage increase 
offer. Picket lines were set 
up at several locations. 
The dispute was centred on 
a demand by the unions that 
some members of the Team- 
sters and Canadian Union of 
Transportation Employees 
receive a catchup increase. 
The workers have been 
without a contract since July 
31. 
IN FASHION 
Body back in style 
PARIS (AP) - -  Shape up 
or ship out sums up the Paris 
ready-to-wear message for 
next spring. 
The shape: a comeback to 
structure, outlining a 
feminine body. This means a
return to the thin waist, plus 
larger shoulders, and 
shorter, skinny skirts 
hovering around the knee. 
The ticket o the ship is via 
a sailor suit, shown with 
trousers or skirts and gob 
hats. It is most aggressive at
Montana, with outsized 
shoulders, and best at Saint 
Laurent. His cut and fabrics 
in everything from flared 
shorts to long pants, both 
buttoned up the leg, or 
straight skirts, is im- 
peccable. 
If folklore or the 
volnminous look didn't catch 
on where you live, never 
• mind; they are already dead 
as the dodo. 
Sportswear also includes 
lots of Egyptian suggestions, 
especaily Kenzo's Nile- 
traveling pyjama suits, or 
Cleopatra.collared dresses. 
The nipped waist and 
"hippy" line is strongest at 
Chloe. Padded, ruffled or 
peplum-topped narrow skirts 
hit below or above the knee. 
Whaleboned strapless 
bodices have a postwar, 
cinematic look worthy of a 
siren. 
Trousers are all lengths, 
from ample shorts to neatly 
cuffed bermudas and pedal 
pushers. The trend for 
straighter or frankly 
narrowed pants has set in, 
Hard decisions 
for new chief 
"PUKATAWAGAN, Man. 
", (C]P)'.'"t When he _ becaine 
chief of the Mathias Colomb 
.Indian band in this northern 
Manitoba community, Chief 
Pascall Bighetty made a 
couple of big decisions. 
First, he says, he gave up 
booze. Then he went out and 
hired three of the toughest 
men in town. 
That was four years ago, 
when "you couldn't walk 
credit . ,the.= resourceful 
Bighetty'"  with turning 
Pukatawagan into a 
peacefu l ,  p rogress ive  
community. 
Nothing came easy in that 
transformation. 
"The first two years were 
~e hardest," Bighetty says. 
About every grown-up and 
kid in town wanted to test 
me. 
"A lot of people felt they'd 
down the main mad through elected the wrong chief 
town without somebody because I was one of the 
taking a shot in your. heaviest drinkers in town. I 
direction," says Bighetty. had tosacrificesomethingof 
"They probably weren't myself to give the leadership 
trying to hit you--just scare my people needed, so I gave 
ou. It was damned uP,,lbooze" 
ngerous." also decided to answer 
Things have changed now, fire with fire and swore in 
says the 29.year.old chief, throe of the toughest men in 
thanks to a renewed respect town as community con- 
for the law and a spirit of co- stables. That helped for 
operation, about a year and slowly 
One of the more we've improved our law 
Phrogressive steps taken by enforcement." 
e l,C00-strong Cree com- 
munity 1,000 kilometres In June, the hand council 
northwest of Winnipeg was passed a resolution ordering 
the adoption of the "yaniwok the registration of all 
pimoehiok" philosophy, firearms. Violations of the 
which roughly translated new firearm laws, restric- 
means people helping ting theiruse tohunting only, 
themselves instead of resulted in fines or con- 
waiting for others to come to fiscated weapons. 
their aid. Juvenile offenders were 
The results include viable turned over to the band 
farming and livestock oper- council for/ punishment, 
ations, and fishing ventures, which often meant an old. 
Matt Sinclair, a longtime fashioned spanking. 
member of the band council, "That wasn't popular at 
is one of many other band first," Bighetty concedes, 
officials, local residents, "but it definitely helps and 
teachers, nurses, RCMP and people accept it." 
government officials who He says break-ins are 
down dramatically and 
teachers, cared away a few x'N le  
t anamans b, ,ou., 
a fly delinquents, have come 
h back. e v ,,Almost all our teachers 
have been coming back here 
for the last two years." ured , ,  line with the "yaniwok i ns  pimochiok" policy, the band 
TORONTO (CP) --  council has ruledthat every 
Canadians are the fourth able.bodied person must 
most heavily insured citizens 
of the'world, says the 
Canadian Life Insurance As- 
soc ia t ion 's  s ta t i s t i ca l  
review. And on a per capita 
basis, they are second only to 
Americans. 
The association lists 
residents of Ontario and 
Quebec as owning the most 
life insurance, while 
Newfoundlanders have al- 
most ripled their ownership 
since 1970. Residents of the 
other provinces have at least 
doubled their average own- 
ership. 
The association said 
Monday a total of $2.4 billion 
was paid in benefits and 
dividends last year, of which 
$1.63 billion went to the 
beneficiaries of Canadian 
policyholders. 
work for the community if
they want welfare assistance 
in cash. 
If they refuse to work, they 
are issued food vouchers 
only. 
The band also has un. 
dertaken a number of 
government' contracts. One 
is for installing a drinking. 
water line to a school. Others 
are for construction projects 
totalling $1milllon. 
The driving force behind 
all the change has not been 
unaffected by the ex- 
perlence. 
Bighetty now has set his 
sights on new challenges, 
and hopes to take a business 
administration course at 
university while using his 
spore time to pursue the 
band's land claims. 
along with a shorter length-- 
above the anklebone. Paris 
sees them worn with high- 
heeled sandals or pumps. 
Besides neat spencer, 
belted or hoxy jackets, 
trousers can be worn with 
belted tunic tops, especially 
in the evening. 
Another striking Paris 
idea is in fabrics and colors. 
Instead of the attractive but 
impractical wrinkled linen, 
the new hourglass line 
demands a smooth surface. 
Soft terrycloth is for sport, 
along with cotton or silk 
jerseys, smooth gabardines 
and cotton poplin. 
Glazed cotton, satin or 
charmeuse and chiffon are 
popular for dressier clothes, 
along with the sparkle of 
lurex knits and lame. Soft 
crepe de chine and georgette 
is popular for afternoon and 
evening. 
Hugh McK innon  was honored at the Northwest 
Loggers Convention on Saturday. He is leaving 
Terrace after  12 years of act ive  invo lvement  in 
the communi ty .  McK innon has sold Terrace 
In ternat iona l  Truck and Equ ipment  Lid. to  
Wayne Lowes and Mar ie  Pi f fer.  The new owners 
plan to expand the bui ld ing to accommodate the 
growth in logging and construction. 
McK innon w i l l  run a f re ight l iner  truck 
dealership in Vancouver.  His wife,  Vi, and their  
three chi ldren,  Fraser, Leanne and Spencer wi l l  
remain  in Terrace unti l  the end of the school 
year.  
A glimpse of stocking re- 
quires something shocking, 
like strong color. Buyers 
liked the Paris return to 
rainbow hues after last 
season's subdued khakis, 
sand beige and black. 
Sa in t  Laurent's clever 
matchmaking of reliable 
red, white and blue was 
completed everywhere by a 
kaleidoscope of mixed 
solids: shocking pink, cerise, 
flame red, electric blue, 
amethyst purple or 
turquoise, corn or sun 
yellow, chartreuse or lime 
green. 
Ivory, sharp white and 
black give a sharp edge to 
things. Prints range from 
simple digits at Lanvin to 
bold flowers and Star Wars 
motifs at Chloe. 
Skin is in for evening; 
short or long dresses are 
sometimes pulled up for 
uneven hems-- with 
strapless,  off-shoulder 
backless, camisole tran- 
spurent or draped halter 
tops. Low bared midriffs 
have skirts with a wrapped 
sarong line. 
Diefenbaker gets 
earful from deaf 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The na- The Canadian Co- 
Uonal organization for the Ordination Council on 
deaf has written to former Deafness quoted Die- 
prime minister John fenhaker as saying the deaf 
Diefenhaker protesting his would make the best 
" thought less"  remarks audience for the Rolling 
about the hard of hearing. Stones' music. 
" Accon i ing  to our 
customers, the 
best deal in town. 
Rrb~lL Lgg I~E;  Q • •~agt~Ug~ t aug~ 
. . . . . .  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 HWy. 16 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IL8 
638.8171 
)H[O IMI )~k  Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
PARAGON 
INSURANCE 
AGENCY 
,0~0 ~
q ~  i~ u .  
See our friendly staff 
for ALL YOUR 
INSURANOE needs. 
MONDAY-SATuRDAY - 9:30 a.m, - 6:00 p.m, 
FRIDAY - 9:00 a,m, - 9:00 p,m. 
266-4741 Lakelse Ave. 
TERRACE, B.C. V86 1R§ 
636-6371 
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tarrifi¢ 
buys 
Sa le  Dates  
I 
U 
Wrist Watohes 
Assorted Styles. Swiss Made. 
Mens or Ladies. One year 
guarantee. 
OUr Woolworth Reg. Price $13.86 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
Loveseat 
Rust color. 100 percent "nylon. 
Rust upholstered. 1 only. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $289.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
1 O, °° o0 
Sgt. Peppers . . . . .  f 2 Po, Oolonial 
Lonely Heart Club Sofa Set 
2 Record Album. LP only. .Gold.Red.Floral Paitern 1 only 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $15.98 Our Woolworth Reg. Price $580.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price Our Woolworth Sale Price 
13m 'e m 520. 00 
Aviary Budgies 
Beautifully coloured budgies to 
delight and amuse all ages. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $19.99 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
7."  
4 Po, 
6edroom Suite 
Unique design. Headboar(J, 9 dr. 
dresser, 5 dr. chest.mirror 
OUr Woolworth Reg. Price $549.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
475 DO m From 499/?5 
Lange Laser II 
Men's Skates 
Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, I0, II. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $49.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
Cedar 
Hope Ghost 
Cedar Lined. 4' x 18" Moth 
guarantee. 1 only 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $199.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
Genron 
Pool Table 
Complete with Iwo cues, billard 
balls and rack. 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $359.00 
Our Woolworlh Sale Price 
17G. 00 
Bookcase 
Stereo 
8Track Casselle. Radio 
amplifier. Turntable. 
Salellife speakers. 1 only• 
Our Woolworth Reg. Price $529 95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
319, °° I 380. °° 
4647 Lakelse Terrace - -  WE RESERVE THE R IGHT TO 
635-7281 or 635-3410 LIMIT QUANTITIES 
~-~- - ' '~  HOURS MonloSat9:3Oam-6prn. 
t~!wi  Thursday-Fr iday  9:30am - 9pm 
m...  ~|il.'14mlm[.14~li[,~|'.'~,'~?Jk';i,Idl~'JOli*i:!HVJ.~lq',IiF',T'):m 
) 
J 
, f  
: . : :  : 
, :  : : .  
: : / .  
:-.: " 
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THERN AR CHKOLOGISTS 
' T.y. 
..o,,, Gu ide  
Pair brave arctic 
ASTON BAY, N.W.T. (CP) archeology at the University The remarks, both op- Inuit youttm ware allowed to 
# i /il, i m =, ,I, 
TUESDAY 
All listings subject to 
change without notice. 
5 p.m. to midnight 
--There are no trees in the 
high Arctic for fire or 
shelter, but at least you can 
see the polar bears coming. 
"Where I come from in 
Alaska there are grizzly 
bears and bush to hide 
them;" said Ellen Bielawski, 
25, now a PhD student in 
of Calgary. 
Polar bears, she admitted 
in a recent interview, can be 
dangerous whether readily 
seen or not. 
"But other archeologists 
working in tropical 
climates," she said, "have to 
deal with snakes, which are 
probably worse." 
2 ,,NO 3 4 OC'V 9*CTS (PBS) (NBC) iCB~) (CTV) 
:00 Carol Mary Tyler Six Mister II1! 
:15 Burnett Moore Million Rogers 
: 30 News Hourglass Dollar Electric 
: 45 Cont'd. Cont'd. Man Company 
; :~  Cont'd. Cont'd. , News Auction '78 
i Cont'd. Cont'd. Hour Cont'd. 
i Cont'd. Skeena Cont'd. Cont'd. 
145 Cont'd. Journal Cont'd. Cont'd. 
~ rSeattte Paper Headline Auction 
i Tonight Chase Hunters Cont'd. 
: 30 Name that Cont'd. What's Cont'd. 
45 Tune Cont'd. My Line Cont'd. 
I ! )  .00 Grandpa Happy Grandpa Auction 
15 Goes to Days Goes To Cont'd. 
30 Washington ' Rene Washington Cont'd. 
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C) 
~'  Big Three's 
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• 30 'Stranger The 
45 In Our Fifth 
l i ) :  House" Estate 
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Cont'd. Beyond 
45 Cant'd. Reason 
i m ~ News The 
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I = s a 45 Show Final 
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I 45 Cont'd. Cont'd. 
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Canadian 
Schools 
Mister 
Dressup 
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Street 
Cont'd.. 
Cont'd. 
15"  
30 
I 45 
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.... Hlgh Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
America 
Alive 
Cont'd. 
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Bob Swltzer 
--News 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
' 'L 15 
3O 
I S I 45 
Hollywood 
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I 45 
2 45 
Another 
World 
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In the Auction 
Beginning Cont'd. 
Taxi Cont'd. 
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Quincy 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Conl'd. 
CTV 
News 
hews Hour , 
Final 
Late 
Show 
'Smash.up 
Alley" 
I 
Auction 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Auction 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Auction 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
10 a.m, to 5 p.m, 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
What's 
Cooking 
Mad 
Dash 
Definition 
Cont'd. 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Banacek: 
2 Million 
Clams o f  
Cap'n Jack' 
Another 
World • 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Electric 
Company 
M for Music 
Word Shop 
Natural Science 
2 Cents Worth 
About Safety 
Cover.Cover 1 
Specials 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd 
Art Starts 
Inside-Out 
Spinning Stories 
Making Music 
Stories of Amer. 
Music Place 
Book, Look 
Survival Econ. 
ENGLISH PLACEMENT TEST 
fo r  • . . . .  
Post-Secondary 
STUDENTS 
Students entering most post.secondary institutions in 
B.C. are now required to write an English Placement 
Test. Scores from this test will be used to assist in 
assigning students to English courses appropriate 1o 
their needs. 
- The test will be offered at 7:00 P,M. on Nov. 1, in Rm. 
215, Northwest Community College, Terrace. 
All students planning to enter a post.secondary in 
stituflon in September of 1979 are encouraged Io 
enquire about the necessity for writing the English 
Placement Test on Nov. 1 by calling 6356511. 
41= i : O0 Movie Take Alan Over 
., w : 15 'Seven Thirty Hamel Easy 
| : 30 Brides CelebritY; Show Book 
F :45 For Seven iCooks Cont'd. Boat 
A O0 Brothers' FIIntstones The Price Sesame 
• 115 Cont'd. Cont'd. Is Right Street J rR "'MODE & /' :30 t'  arol Cont'd. i Cont'd. 
" :45 Cant'd, JBurnett JCont'd. icont'd. 
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( :  ..,_..,.,,....,,.,., ..... KLEANER S , 
timistic and depreciating her 
own courage, came as a 
sm'prise to this reporter who 
camped for a week with 
Ellen and her threcmember 
crew 800 kilometres north of 
the Arctic Circle. 
As the crew leader 
debunked the assumption 
that it is difficult to live and 
work in the 'Arctic, a north 
wind gusted across the sea 
ice and up the layered 
beaches of Somerset Island, 
making the tent in which we 
sat flap and shudder. 
"We don't want tb be per- 
trayed as people doing some- 
thing exceptional," Ellen 
said on behalf of herself and 
Sally Cole, a 27-year-old 
archeology graduate from 
Trent University in Peter- 
borough, Ont. 
"After all, the Inuit have 
lived quietly in the Arctic for 
5,000 years." 
It was 11 p.m. 
The male members of the 
crew, two 18-year.old Inuit, 
were in bed--inside sleeping 
bags in one of the small tents 
set well apart from a food 
tent that was potentially 
attractive to bears. 
Ellen sat crouched on  a 
flimsy chair in the cen~relof 
the large' tent that served 'as 
kitchen, dining-room and 
office. 
She extended her fingers 
beyond the bulk of wool and 
dowufeather garments that 
swathed all but her face, 
burned as much from the 
wind as the sun. Then she 
submerged her hands in a 
pan of steaming water to 
relieve them of the cold. 
Sally stayed up to drink hot 
chocolate. It was past 
bedtime and her face showed 
the fatigue of a day spent 
surveying the tundra for 
Inuit artifacts possibly 
dating back to 2,000 B.C. 
"Some people still like to 
think of themselves as the 
great Arctic explorer," 
Ellen said. "But the hard- 
ships they like to talk about 
are exaggerate." 
Potential obstacles, she' 
explained, often end up 
helping •the crew in its 
painstaking work of finding, 
mapping and studying 
prehistoric campsites. 
The summer,s 24.hour 
~daylight means ir~omm~, for 
th~:.uninitidted, bMt td~i~the 
crew it means ~ng able to 
work through a period of 
good weather after losing 
time on a rainy or bitter day. 
The scenery is bleak but 
the absence of trees and 
rotting vegetation means 
traces of a number of 
distinct Inuit cultures, 
dating from several time 
periods, can be found easily 
on the ground's urface by a 
trained eye. 
Isolation meant having ~o 
be well prepared--bringing 
two month's worth of sup- 
plies on one chartered air- 
craft. 
"But I spent four summers 
digging near Prince Rupert 
(B.C.)," Sally said, "and we 
spent our only day off each 
week shopping for the next 
week's groceries." 
Although the dehydrated 
food was una0oetizing, the 
, ~ ,: ~: 
j. SLOW ELECTRIC STONEWARE COOKER 
With Easy Oloaning 
Removable Liner 
-,, ..,:,:,:, ~, "cooks  al l  day  wh i le  the cook 's  away. "  
llllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllJlllllllllllllllllllil 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd, 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat, 9 a.n1.-5:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 =.m.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONDAY 
0 pENING 800N 
Watch for the opening of germode Dry Kleancrs in the 
now Skoona Mall. The unique process in Dry Cleaning 
done professionally by experienced personnel. 
Specializing in perfect pleat Draperies Evening gowns 
anc~ Wedding dresses. 
hunt seal, which they did 
occasionally for fresh meat. 
Tranquility, not loneliness, 
goes with the isolation, Sally 
said, although there was 
some disagreement on this 
point. 
"I like camping..but i 's 
kind of too isolated," the 
stocky Joadamne Amngcalik 
had said in a separate in- 
terview. His family lives in 
Resolute Bay, 100 kilometrca 
north of Somerset on Corn- 
wallis Island. 
"We could do with some 
music and some girls, '" 
Jassie Akpallaluk said with a 
shy grin. He had come 1,500 
kilometres from Pangnir- 
tung on Baffin Island to work 
on the project. 
The group's low budget, 
scraped together from five 
modest grants, meant the 
crew had to camp under 
relatively primitive con- 
ditions. But after choosing a
campsite they liked, the 
crew found they were right 
next o one of the largest pre- 
historic amping rounds on 
the island. 
The crew leader even had 
something positive to say 
about the weather, glorious 
at times but which had been 
miserable all day. 
"Today we were working a
couple of miles from here, 
mapping sbme sites along 
the beach/~ Ellen said. 
"When .;we stopped for 
lunch, our first imlmise was 
to build a little shelter with 
stones ~vhere we wanted to 
cook. Then someone said, 
'Hey, that's what they did."' 
The group, she explained, 
had shuffled stones around to 
focus on a communal eating 
spot in an arrangement that 
resembled some of the an- 
cient sites they were 
studying. 
So living primitively gave 
the group insight almost 
automatically into how other 
peoples might have lived on 
the same spot ages ago. 
Every 12 hours, someone 
had to radio a weather report 
to Resolute Bay as part of an 
obligation tied to a federal 
grant. The duty could be 
annoying at 7 a.m. after a 
late working night, but the 
report meaqL  soineone 
outside know'~:~,crbw was 
safe. ~'~ @~ '~ " 
The radio schedule, in fact, 
turned out to he a prime 
source of entertainment, 
Ellen said. 
"In the evening, it's llke 
listening to As It Happens." 
Thirty other groups of 
scientists stat ioned 
everywhere in the Arctic 
Islands gave their reports 
one after another. The re- 
ports were often sprinkled 
with humor and each 
broadcaster became idea- 
Ufiable after a while. 
A few obstacles couldn't be 
turned to advantage, Ellen 
admitted. 
Guns had to be toted 
everywhere incase of beam. 
At the beginning of Sep- 
tember, the group reported it
had not been bothered by 
beam. But last year, where 
the project began, the crew 
had to abandon one camping 
spot because several polar_ 
bears had moved into the 
area. 
Tipsy 
cancel 
sober  
serv ice  
KEIGHLEY, England 
(CP)  - -  Because of a vicar's 
claim that members d the 
Royal British Legion turned 
up tipsy for a Remembrance 
Day service last year, this 
year's Nov. 11 service will 
not be held in his church, 
"We shall hold it at the 
cenotaph instaad," said 
Maurica Gowllng, president 
of the 400-strong Silsden 
(Yorkshire) branch of the 
British Legion. "I don't deny 
that some of our members 
have a drink before the 
service, but there's a differ- 
ence between that and 
turning up t iny."  
Another member of the 
legion said: "If that is the 
church's attitude towards 
ex.servicemen, we'll do 
without the church and 
worship in the open air," . 
The trouble began when 
the vicar, Rev. Timothy 
Gunter, told the parish 
council that some legion 
members were "well oiled" 
when they arrived for the 
Remembrance Day service, 
"The church almost 
needed fumigating at- 
terwards," the vicar said. 
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ENTER IN THE 
DRAW 
FROM HOV, 1 - NOV. 4 
20 Prizos - Total Value =2,000 
1st Prize Valued at =475 '°° 
• PRIZES INCLUDE 
ROLEX TUTOR WATCH 
BULOVA WATCH 
SEIKO WATCH 
SIFFARI RING 
Factory R eps 
t• 
I \ ;  
fro,. 
BLUE WATER DIAMONDS 
BULOVA WATCHES 
and other 
TOP BRAND 
NAMES 
dim & LIZ KOKESOH 
p~ 
-SEIKO, 
- SEIKO LC DIGITAL QUARTZ 
kLARM CHRONOGRAPH. 
The watch that truly expands 
the boundaries of timekeeping. 
No. FB008M-$350.O0.  
LC Digital Quartz Alarm 
Chronograph. Electronic 
alarm bell. Records hours, 
minutes, seconds and 
1/ I0 second. Yellow top/ 
stainless steel back. Also 
available in stainless. 
How could a watch so smartly compact do so many things with 
such incredible ease? Because it's made by Seiko, the world leader 
in quartz technology. It tells the time, day, date and month, 
turns into a stopwatch, and functions as a wrist alarm, too. And does 
it all with such impeccable elegance. A watch to give to someone 
very special-if you can part with it yourself. Seiko Quar tz .~.  
Congratulations to 
Carters Jewellers 
, °, 
• °o eo • 
• ° 
'~ ' °  • 
~o~.~ } 
the unmistakable 
look nf InvP, 
DIAMOND RINGS 
Brilliant. Breathtaking. Finest diamonds set in 
fashionable styles. For discerning tastes. For your 
special love. At affordable prices. See our 
complete Siffari collection soon. 
CongratuJat~ons to 
Ca~ters ]eweJ/er~ 
ili ¸¸~!!~= ~ i/z!i~il i!i ¸¸i~*~i~,i~!,~  
J A NAME YOU KNOW OH 
GOLDWORK 
RING SIZING & ENGRAVING 
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE 
"em~gratulations" 
CARTERS JEWELLERS 
"Open" Nov. 1 inthe New Skeena Mall 
WE ARE PROUD TO ~EF'RESENT THESE EXOELLENT NAME BRANDS 
, THINK JEWEL, LERY- THINK CARTERS, 
I Page 20, The Herald, Tuesday, October 31, 1978 
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-k"KIN--~-..,, SJ~ I -k"OJ ~lw~" - ,  EAC~ WEE~ fO~ FOr 
.k"2  LAAGE' xo eE 01~ ~W'~Y 
ON THESE DISCOUNT COUPONS 
OVERWAITEA 4731 LAKELSE AVE. .  SKEENA MAl l .  
CO,VENIE,T,V LOCATE. WITH AtMOST THIRTY OTHE, MERCHA,TS...SOME OF WHICH W," .S 
OPENING SOON TO BRING YOU COMPLETE ONE-STOP SHOPPING. 
IT'S SO 
SIMPLE TO ENTER 
Fill out entrY form in this advertisement (below). Clip 
out and tare to your Overwaitea in Skeena Mall. Deposi.t 
• in ballot box. That's all you have to do. No purchase is 
necessarY. You may use our cash register tape by 
writing your name, address and telephone number on 
reverse side, as an entrY form substitute. You don't have 
to be present to win. Overwaitea employees, their 
families and the company's supplier personnel are not 
eligible. There's a lucky draw every week during the 
program. Be present for the draws --  You could be a 
Winner. 
WINNERS OECLARED IN OROER OF HIGHEST PRIZE FIRST 
OVerwaitea Skeena Mall 
LUCKY DAYS DRAW 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 
CITY/COMMUNITY TEL. 
This entrv is valid for the Saturday. November 4. '78 draw. 
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: I Household Hints Windows will come clean Did You Know , , ,  
I= I i=AT I I I~F  HeMP ~1:: T I . I I=  wP~'K  When buying a ncw can of faster and stay clean longer The word"lcaven"comcs 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  paint, do not open it to stir, i f  you moisten your lint-free from the Latin word/evure 
but set it upside down and cloth with glycerine" dry meant ' t  "s • • • ' ' " ng  O ra l .  c .  - 
Well established commercial enterprls~ ~ea~ for scvcraldays. It will them with wadded news- 
" _ . .  . . . . . . . .  have mixed itself and be paper. A good man out of the 
on quoensway, lU eetaclted renta l  un i t s  ready for use when opened, treasure of the heart bring; 
!1' a door squeaks when it cth Forth good things on 1.62 acres of land, Water svstem . • • . • . 
" . :s opened or closed, take a ='L~I4~.Yo,%.~vI~,~t~?.~ ~a..,~.w :~.3 (
and pumps an separate parcel serv ices  small piece of black lead - -"  . . . . . . . . . .  "~ 
. . . . . . . . .  (even a stout lead pencil will •04k4keeOeeee4k=4k4ke4k4kM 
over  §u  monmiy customers , /o ra l  do) and rub the hinges with ~ ~. .~ ~ ' ~  ~.~'~l  
monthly revenue approx, $2.200.00. th!~. Th~ squeaking noise g ~\  DOUGLAS ~ =;~IUH~W[$[ i 
- -  - -  ~ 0 [ b f lA f lN IL  . . . . .  1 Terms and further : ~ , . _ . _  . , . ~ f l [~ . '  _ ' l 
information ' .- ~ * : " /McCOLL  , . . . , i  .- , e \  \.1~- \, KEALTY 
- - - - i i -b leat  REAL: : !ESTATE~: SERv IcEs~- I I :  I ~  LTD. ; 
• .,,, , A.,jI:*,McCOLLL:~ (Nb~-arly~Public). • ; "  n~l J lA~/~I , I I  • 
I t t ;. . . :  ...... uou-u -o , ; : . . ' . . :  ' • ' • McCal l  Rea  Es a e ' '~o~6:^ : W+&i l i~M; ! I ;~TR:~T ; .  • " • 
Services Lid., " ' :  . . . . .  . . . . .  :'~ . . . . . . . . . .  - • • 
u . __ DAVE SERRY ' Ak 
• 632-4426 
3239-A Kalum St . . . . .  , , , ,~ i ,~  ~, ,=~ . . . .  • ........ , • ' ' "0  
" ; :  ~ ' '!~.=~. ~ ~ OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS.ASSOCIATE DEALERS • 
=........,............,....,.......,,.......; ! • 
[] [] ~.~ ir ..~ ~ • ' • t 1 " "  i1400 sq ft. quality homed Centra,,y located 2  rm.| • 5 Bedroom, 9. bathroom ~ 
I I Br I i l l l l l l l l  I I I  A A I l i I n l  ~_m Icentral ly located. Larg~l  home on fenced and land.I as Anar tment  fo r  rent .  • 
I I r~on~'~'  I I --.] W • I I eue I B J  B i  / ]IF,, q~. i i  • [] i E •bedrooms,  master w-I scaped lot. Full basementl  ~ ,n~,~ - c, a ,  o .  = • 
I I ~ ' '~ ' '  I r "-'~ d l u n  • / I l l  ~ d l •  • n :1 lensutte. Excellentkitchen:ihas2bedrm. suitewnho.s i • OlD owanne l l  o[ ree[  , , ,  
I , . . . . . .  I I i '  . I |Din ing room w.patio (~00rs I entrance. Attached car.| • ~ '~ ~J l . ,n ,n  /'11v1[[1;[i ~O J[~il]lfi 
I I~_~,~ULPi~ I I • . . . . . . . . . .  d^ck Fulf-Yl '~rt Frl-~-e & st-v . . . . . . .  • - -  u i  V,  a .~ l l  I . / . , I LdUF  " ~eJ . / ,uvv  i 
REALTY  LTD |bsmt developed a~'-t~&stoveupincludedinpricei W ~nowbl rd  Jots 8eJJlno,'f-~zl a~ I ' , ' i  ,,o,o:, . . . . . . .  .y.~, o. . . . . . .  : as . . . . . . .  ....:_.. = 
I ' ! l#evenue suite. LIsted ~of  $33,000.00. i • ,-, . 1,,. - - - , ,  -,L 
I I 1~7,o00.0o. ~ I • ~-v  vzsza v i l l age  
i " ' I Rural Acreage' 55acr~n Kalum Lake Road Deep i • S8  C l i f fo rd -  P r i ce  Reduced g 
i Creek runs through pro l~!y.  Some timber - some good | • . .~  i '~ .~nr i -~t -  ~_~l l  l l l l l l  ~-  
i bottom and as well as gravel on upper portion. Listed I • 
M L S at $55,000 0 " "~ . . . .  " i . . . . .  " I • • 95  Stzkzne - $40,000 
. . . . .  • 3xA Acres  on  Lake lse  Lake 
• ' ,w Go0,~' ~- 87 Car r ie  - 870 ,000 ;! ibedroom ounga o • I • 
Igarage. Gas furnace.| _ _ ~ - -  as  Why not, cal l  us today 
IExcel lent location byl  [ ]  ~;~,~i~;~: ; .~! / i~ ;: .~ :.3933 MOUNTAINVIEW--  JUST LISTED • ~ .. . .  " . . -~  
Intayground I • [ ~ [ : ~ k : ; ~ ' ~  Smaller full basement home. This well cared for • • to t  your  t ree  appra :se l  w:  
I ; ; , , ,oooo  I B ~;~: ;X '~a l l thome has two bedrooms up and one down. B m • r ' e 
" i  ! --" I~:.~;.~Frankllnflreplacelnrecroom.Attachedgarage. m ~ i t  . . . .  I - .  nL  . . . .  l i IB - - . I  . . . .  i l  • 
I ....... i;~*:i: ~,, ! ~= ~ ~ ]  !~ i~ Large fenced treed lot. New drilled well. Q~ick ~= ~p uUUl l i l  vn imne i  re r lo rml  I 
I ~,~ :;"~'~,:;~;~';~,,.,, : -~  '~.'~-. = I • ~ ~ ' - ~ q  IX)ssession, .Asklng. ,  ~ price $41,000 0 , l • • • • 
~,,~,,:- ...... : ; ' ~ . ,  ,,~, , . i ,  . . . .  ,~-,,.~, .:~,.¢~.,.,,.~,.;.:,,~. ~,:,.~,,~-,~:~:~.. - ....... , .  [] _ We Offer SorvlcOl B ~ as 
[ ]  :~ ~ ~l~ Located on 95 acre Frid e and stove nc uded • • - qP L - , ~ " ~  . ~ :: . . . .  o . _ LOT sALEs DEVELOpiEUT, _ 
• ~ ..... i "1 . i  12 x 54 Villager trailer with 12 x 24 addihon. • ~ "~ 
[]  Large 24 x 30 shop on property, Priced for quick 1 • . • 
: sale ~t $2~,o0o. | • OANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVIOE • 
[]  [ ]  . . . . . .  
• • ~ ,:, 3946 WREN ST . -  INVESTMENT PROPERTY [] • HORT| i |ES  I RENTALS I 
I ~ '  ~' _"~ . . . . . . .  I [ ]  .... ~~*";:i~::~L~.~,, Duplex with potential third suite in unfinished i • ~==~P--  ~TumH't , , -~ ~! ,~,o t.~=, ho .~,~.  • 
I "~ '~\~ ~ U  I [ ]  .~ .~_ - ' a qbasement. Each side has two bedrooms. Sieve []  ~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . ,=,  u 9 w~, ~,=~r s=al.~u~.,a • 
i~~-~,  . . . .  t .=i • ~~.~t j~and fridge included. New well this year. Each m f ~ J l ~ ~ l • J l ~ J ~ • ~ l  
_ " ~,~ : ~ ~side presently rented at $260 per men h. Price i . . . . .  
[] A .R .  Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real i~.sLate Serwce 
I I -" - -  " Helen O,"ertson 
[ ]  . . . 635-3609 I I ,  L' I _L" L1 ~,~n Parker 
I l i b  I [] • • H . I  f l l  f l i  635-4031 
I I l l  I []  V I I V I  V I  I INl l~UIIUIAdl~ Harry Smith 
I • ID ) l  I ; m:nnnua,3.o2, 
• ' Jim Duffy []  ' 
I ~ i ,  4611 LAKELSE AVF. 6.... • PBRK AVENUE REALTY LTD. ne 
I I [ ]  • Bob Ripmeester : I n lm - , 
I '~: .~,~. : . " ;c ; : :  I B ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER [ ,ST INGS.  63s.2e32 = 4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRAOE, B,C. V8G 1V§ O4 
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VOOATIONAL SOHOOL 
To View 12 New Homes Nearing Oompletion 
• CMHC approved 
- -~  . Financing available 
MOUNTAIN VISTA BLVD. 
SHOW HOMES 
• Heatilater Type Fireplaces 
• Quality Construction By Builders Who Care 
• Beautiful Valley And Mountain View 
• Saturday Afternoon (Oct 28) 1p.m. to 5p.m. 
Pruden & Currie (1976) Ltd. 
4648 Lakelse Ave 635-6142 
H'WAY 16 TOPRINCE RUPERT 
:~%.!~:~:~..;.~`~`~°%~%?~?~?~.~.~%.~:~..:~.~:~:~:~.~:~:~-~.~.~.~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~`~.`~b:~;~;~:~`~:~:~:~..~..~:~.?~%.~%%?~:~-.~`.~%-..`~:~:~:.:~.~:~-`.-.~:.:.:~:~:~`~`~`~.`~..~%.`~:~:~:.~.~``~:~:~:~:~:~:~`~`~.~.~` 
Scott Avenue, three Over 1300 sq. ft. 3 bedroom Over 1100sq. ft., 2 bedroom Perfect family home, 3 
bedrooms, large l iving split level house. Extra home. Extra bedroom, bedrooms up and 3 
room with fireplace, family large lot, close to schools, bath & rec room In downstairs, 2:/~ baths, 2 
room and laundry area in Comfortable family home basement. Some finishing fireplaces plus many more 
full basement. Asking with rec room and 4tb needs to be done. Located extras. Includes • wired 
$59,500. Call Kelly. bedroom in basement, on Davis Avenue. Asking workshop in back yard. 
Asking $56,000. Call $52,000. Call Horst or large lot close to schools 
Christel or Horst for more Christel. and shopping. Asking 
$;9,$00. For more details 
call Horst or Christel. : 
~ deta,,s "*~'*~ 
• 
! r :e ! i~a~ : "  mqs~fi!: Y a'bt i i  ! WI e l /k :P  ~ ;obm eedr~m;:;:~ 
discriminating purchaser. 
This large family home 
features many of the most 
i sought after amenities and 
can be viewed at any time. 
I Phone Muriel for an ap- 
LP olntment. 
2 fireplaces, built.in dish. 
washer. Nicely land. 
scaped, located on bench 
just blocks away from 
school. Asking $59,900. 
Call Christel or Horst to 
view this property. 
One bedroom home on 
quiet nothru street. Yard is 
I acre in size with some 
fu ture  subd iv i s ion  
possibilities. Uplands area. 
Call Frank. 
In the market for a small 
property investrpent? I 
Consider purchase of a 
three bedroom 12'xi0' one floor, 75x200 ft.  lot. 
mobilehome with attached Very large family room 
40" addition. Established and family living at i l l  
on lot with water & sewer finest. S~ools from I to 10 
tank in Copperside across the street. Asking 
District. Priced to sell in I41,000 and open to offers. 
low twenfies. Sale includes Call Kelly or Muriel for this 
all appliances. Call Frank. very attractive property. 
Only $30,000 asking price 
sObO i for two bedroom home on 
• Strsumo Ave. Centrally 
located, this house also 
~*~ ~i :~ , includes range and frldge. 
.... ~ , Good starter home for 
,~, ~]~ ........... ~ ,r~ ,~, young couple. Call Frank. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST 60DLIHSKI - 635-6397 
MURIEL HALE - 635-2944 
JUDITH JEPHSON - 638-1652 
KELLY SQUIRES - 68 -7616 
¢HRIsTEL GODLINSKI - 635-5307 
FRANK SKIDMORE - 635-5691 
% 
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:5.4, ;Bus i, EsS 
' ' r PROPERTY " " -  
i 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set, 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made, before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one in¢ori'e~ ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 • mailed. 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mall 3mtb 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior ~Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME OELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
~ LCSSIF!.E~,~OI:.I.~L,~Y;:. ,, The Herald reserves the 
a es ayal !A~l .e ,  upon r ight  to classify ads under 
request, appropriate headings and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge r6.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL -POLITICAL and 
T R A NS I .EiN T .:,A- D - .  
VE RT IStNG ;-".-:i:- ~',,-': ~,! i ~:.~.:; ~,i .'.: 
53.60 Per C~10mn inch . "  " :  
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for ~fhe advertisement and. 
box rental. 
, BOx replies on "Hold" 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: Instructions not picked up 
54.00 per line per month, within lOdays of expiry of an 
On a 4 month basis only. advert isement  wi l l  be 
OEADLINE destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
DISPLAY: Those answering Box 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to Numbers are requested not' 
to send or lg inals  of 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: '  
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhl l l  
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Fr iday of every 
month from 1:30 -3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
wr i t ten consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout the year at in- 
tervals  for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home 
for those who need It on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held on third Monday of  
every month. Develop.': 
mental ,  vision, hearing 
screening done. Please~ 
phone for appointment. .,; 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at- 
, i ,  
publication day. 
CLASSIF lED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL  CLASSIFIED CASH' 
WITH ORDER ether than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service chsrge of SS.CO on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP-  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
SS.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) receNed one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements . . 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
,Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept.. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
Rapt  Re l ie f  
Abortioa Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women Learn to Fly. Join Air  
6314311 Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting applications for 
TERRACE ART September. If you enjoy or 
ASSOCIATION think you would enjoy flying, 
The TerraceArt Association r i f le  range, outdoor ac- 
ts holding a pre-Chrlstmas tivlt lesendarebetwesn 13-18 
Arts and Crafts sale on years of age, please call: 
December 1 and 2. All those Mike Smith at 635.5036 or • 
Interested in participating Bev Tasa at 635-7598 
may write: Terrace Art 
Association, Box 82, 
Terrace, B.C.or phone Mary Pregnant and in need of 
Walker, 635-6404; Jul ia support? 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Kay Call for help from Right-to. 
Ehses, 638-1403 for more Life promoters: 
I.nformatlon. Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
MILLS MEMORIAL Janna at 635.4503 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mil ls  Memoria l  Hospilal 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.$233, or leave 
donations el Ihe Thrift Shop. 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between I1 a.m. ~, 
and 3 p.m. Thank you, 
(nclfn) 
i 
2. NOTICES 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at the EIk~ 
Hall. (no tM). f ! ~ i 
r .  
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on December 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad. 
mission $1 .09-  4637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9.9n) 
Terrace Ar t  Assoclal ion 
monlh ly  p icture loan is 
Wednesday, November 1st in 
the Terrace Public Library. 
Paintings should be returned 
by 7:30 p.m. so Ihey can be 
pul on'display for seleclion. 
There are fifty (50) new 
pictures for a lotal of one 
hundred eighly (1801 plc. 
lures to choose from. 
Everyone Welcome 
documents to avoid loss: , ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
All claims of errors In V.D. CLINIC "will be In the form of a 
advert isements must be Held every Monday at 3:3(~:~/dance, and refreshments wil I 
received by the publlsher or by appointment, be provided. 
within 30 days after the first SANITATION NO CHARGE 
publication. The public health Inspectors (nc4.311 
It Is agreed by the ad-. are now situated in Eby 
vert lser  requesting space; Street. They wil l  be pleased' 
that the l iabil ity of the, to assist with any sanitation A new Brownie Pack is 
Herald in the event of failure problems, opening at the Salvation 
to publish an advertisement SPEECH AND HEARING Army, 4637 Walsh Ave. 
or in the event of.an" erro'f. C{: INIC Registration night will be 
appebring In .the ad; Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. Tuesday, November 7, 1978 
vert lsement as published Hearing tests will be done by at 6:30.8 p.m. All girls bet. 
shall be l imi ted to the~ referral from family doctor ween 7 and 10 years old are 
amount paid by the ad. or community health nurse, welcome, (5.5n) 
vertlser for only one In- 638-1155. 
correct Insertion for the LONG TERMCARE Monthly  meeting of the 
portion of the advertising office at No: 205-4721 Lazelle Thornhill Community Club, 
space occupied by the in. Ave. Tel 635.9196. Wednesday, Nov. 1 at 8 p.m. 
correct or omitted item only, Assessment and planning for (nc2.1n) 
and that there shall be no those eligible for Long Term 
liability toany event greater Care. Annual General Meeting of 
than the amount paid for AID TO HANDICAPPED Skeena Golf & Country Club 
such advertising. Office at No. 205.4721 Society and Election of of. 
Advert isements must Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. ficers wi l l  be held at the 
comply wi th  the British Assessment and guidance Terrace Hotel on Wed., Nov. 
Columbia Human Rights Act for vocational and social 15 at 8 p.m. This meeting is 
which prohibits any ad- rehabi l i tat ion done by vita l!  It concerns 
verflslng that discriminates consultant. 
against any person because ratification vote re purchase 
of his race, religion, sex, SKEENACENTRE of golf club by members. All 
color, nationality, ancestry Skeena Centre offers to the members and other in. 
or place of origin, or because Senior Citizens of the terested cit izens please 
his age is between 44and 65 Terrace and Thornhlll area attend. (nc10.15) 
years, unless the condition Is the following services: 
justified by a bona fide • Activity Centre for han- Skeena Valley Fall Fairs 
requirement for the work dlcrafts Association will hold their 
Involved. Day care for working" next meeting on Monday, 
Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. in Library 
people room of Thornhi l l  High 
t . Drop-in for companionship School, Hwy. 16 East. 
& coffee This wi l l  be their annual The Sixth Annual Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Smorgasbord of the Terrace Transportation available, eleclion of officers and we 
Salvation Army wil l  be held Contact Skeenaview Lodge. urge everyone who is in. 
on Nov. 11th featuring a 635-2265. terested to attend this ver', 
complete assortment of important meeting. (ncS-t.n) 
Native Canadian cuisine. CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN . . . .  
Tickets are avai lab le  SCHOOL holds tea and FLEAMARKET 
through contact ing the bazaar at the school, Sat. The Terrace Dog Club is 
Salvation Army. Admission: Nov. 11 from 2 p.m..8 p.m. holding a Flea /~arket on 
Adults $3.00. Children • $2.00, For donations please phone Saturday, November 4 from 
Between I and 5 p.m. (10. 635.9077. 11 a.m. till ? p.m. at the 
11n) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Thornh i l l  Communi ty  
December I I  
BAKESALE 
4 p.m. a ~ ~ he Co-op. Proceeds 
for 1he Centennial Christian 
School. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The I.O.F. are holding their 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
on Nov. 25, 1978 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
from 1 • 3 p.m. Christmas 
ornaments and lots of gifts 
for everyone. (nc24.24nov) 
A lea and bazaar will be held 
In Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m, to 4:30 p.m. (nc.tfn) 
Do You Feel YOU Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
is help 
Available! 
Phone 635 5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meet i ngs: 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs, or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
• Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeling. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Speclallsts 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location • Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays :il eight. 
Across from Posl Office. 
The Terrace Downtown 3223 Emerson 
Lions Club is sponsoring the Ca06) 
annual Hallowe'en Party to 
be held in the Arena Banquet ABLE ELECTRIC LTD, 
Room on Tuesday, October Electrical and Refrigeration 
31. The party will be held in contract. 
two sections: House wiring. 
Section A - 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 635.5876 (ctf) 
This is for children (ages 
infant to 12 years) who SKEENACOLORS 
should come in Hallowe'en Residential 
costumes as prizes will be 
awarded for the best Commercial Painting 
costumes. Enterlainment, 
refreshments and 'goodies' Phone638-1835 
will be supplied to all par. '(at4) 
tlclpants. Adults are en- GEMINI EXCAVATING 
couraged to accompany LTD. 
their children to this event. (Wes Andrews) 
Section B- 8:30 p.m. - 11:30 Backhoe Work 
p.m. Hourly & Contract 
This is for teenagers (ages 13 635.3479anytime 
to 18 years)  who must 
present student iden- (A J12) 
tlflcation cards in order to 
obtain admittance. As in 
previous years, this event 
Cenlre. Admission is 25 cents 
for adults and children 
admitted free. For in 
format ion or donalions 
please call 635.3955. (nc4 4n) 
Dislrict of Terrace Parks 8, 
Recreation Branch. Re: 
Swimming Pool Schedule. 
We wish to inform lhe 
public of the fol lowing 
schedule change for Monday 
evening swim limes, corn 
menclng Oct. 30, 1978. 
Family Swim 6.7:30 p.m. 
Adult Swim 7:30 . 9 p.m. 
There wil l  also be Public 
Swimming for the week of 
Oct. 30 to Nov. 3 for this week 
only from 3:30.5 p.m, This is 
due io the break between Set 
i and Set II swim lesson 
s.(nc.oct30,31,nl ) 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2230 between 
Be.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Skeena Val ley Rebekah 
Lodge Fall Bazaar 
Saturday, November 4 
in Elks Hall. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- 
3260. 635-3294. (nc-lfn) 
F irewood for Sale. Bil l  
Geier. Box 585, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 638.1768. (p10-13) 
Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman P incher  One 
year old, wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers 
1o the name of Dillinger. 
Reward offered. Phone 635. 
5937 or 638.1613. (all) 
Full or parl-time. Here is an 
opportunity Io earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training is available, For 
interviews call Joan • 638- 
8392 anytime (Fuller Brush), 
(clf) 
WANTED: Heavy Duty 
mechanics with Cummins 
and Detroi l  Diesel ex 
patience for Vernon area. 
Apply at Norlh Island 
Pacific Parts & Service 
Limited, 4114. 24th Avenue, 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 1M2, 545 
0424. (c10 n2) 
RECEPTIONIST- 
SECRETARY 
Required for a local real 
estate and insurance office. 
Duties to include swit. 
chboard, typing, Autoplan 
and those of a receptionist, 
Permanent  pos i t ion ,  
previous insurance ex. 
perience an .asset but not 
necessari ly required, Ex. 
cellent starting salary and 
usual company benefits. 
Apply in person to Pruden & 
Currie (1976) Ltd. and Braid 
Insurance Agencies Lid., 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. 
(a030.ctf) 
HELP WANTED 
Full time and part lime, 
male or female for Fasl 
Food Kiosk in Ihe new 
Skeena Mall. Conlacl Mr. 
Delaney on Men., Ocl. 30, 
Tues., Ocl. 31, Wed., Nov, 1 
from 10 a.m. Io 4 p.m'. at the 
Mall. (c3 30,3h 11 
Grader for hire. Will do 
driveway, parking lots, etc. 
Nothing too big or Ioo small. 
Phone 635-9605. (p54) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
w inter  months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (tfn.stf) 
Wanted: [.~le model van in 
good condillon, low mileage. 
Phone 635.2103. (p4.3n) 
Boat for Sale: 1977 Lund 
fibreglass speed boat w- 
trailer. 50 HP Mercury 
engine. Radio, 8 track, clock, 
dual horns. Asking $3,500 
OBO. Phone 798-2456 Lakelse 
Lake. (p6-3) 
One 1966 Internatlonal¢~ V.8 
Dump Tr0,ck. 20OOgal. Diesel 
tank. 2 sets Log Bunks. I 
Tucker Sno.Cat. One In. 
lernat ional  diesel power 
unit, olher misc. equipment. 
Call 624.4566. Prince Rupert. 
(p5.31) 
1974 John Deere 540. New 
engine, 4 chains, in firm 
cla'ss condition. Phone 635. 
6873. (c10.10) 
Hyster 80 wheel arch! 
Suitable for D7 or D8. Like 
new. 842.5346. (c10:6) 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Wall to wall carpet, new 
house. Fridge & stove in 
cluded. Two nice people 
please. 635.7939. (p5-6) 
Small suite for rent. Partly 
furnished Avai lable im 
mediate ly .  One bedroom. 
Private entrance. Phone 635 
7318 or 635.7261. (c2.1) 
For Rent: one bedroom 
furnished unit at 3936 
Mounta inv iew Avenue.  
Phone Skeena Eslales 635 
2577. (ctfn 031) 
Wanted: one person 1o share 
2 bedroom apartment. Phone 
6,35.9766 after 6:30 p.m, (c7. 
3) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom 
basement suite for rent close 
to town. Fridge & stove. Heat 
& lighl included. $180 per 
month. Available Nov. 5.635. 
4448. (p2.31) 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
slarter or retirement home 
with exlra lot. 2 bedrooms, I 
bathroom, living room with 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  sliding glass door to rear 
We have ui)eIli n,~s Inr 
lelel)hone stdk'ilors -- mtlSl 
havel)lea~anl w~iee. Call (;:15. 
4;!44. I t'If-t)lgl 
i i  i i  i i [ ~ I ~  
NURSES 
WANTED 
for eat piercing in ray race 
on a regular parl limp 
basls. Shlfls are Thnr~,lay 
& Frld~ly evenings and 
Salurday allernoon~,. Call 
Mr. Michaels al 
(416)/91-2020 
(aS-2n) 
12 x 16 insulated storage area 
for renl. 50011 Aqar Average. 
Phone 635 1302 (hct t l )  
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635 2517. (ctf-04) 
patio, dining area in kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
laci l i l ies.  Electric heat 
House has new cedar sit:ling. 
on exterior. Exlra lot is 
subdivided and ~:an be sold 
sep¢-trately, Asking $20,000 
for house 8, 510,000 for extra 
Iol. Bolh are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635 2370 for appointment 
to view. (c18.31) 
2 bedroom house. Close to 
school and downtown. 
Asking 535,000. For ap. 
poinlment Io view phone 635. 
.389a tp~o 7on! 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L 
shaped home with full 
basemenl and fireplace. 
Wilt finish Io your 
choice. Phone 
635-6011 
635-4094 
(atfn 026) 
Retailer 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated :o 1400 ft. areas 
in choice Iocallon on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B,C. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (elf) 
Wanted: older V.W. truck, 
bus or van. Must be in 
running condit ion. Phone 
635.6573 -- 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
(c5.6) 
For Sale: 1969 International 
Travel. New battery, good 
rubber, low mileage. $5o~. 
Phone 635.5373. (i12.1) 
1973 Ford F250 Camper 
Special. Wiring and r iggers  
for camper plus fifth wheel 
hook .up, dual tanks, 2 spares 
and drybox.  Very good 
shape. Asking $3,400. Phone 
635.7477 or view at 4702 
Halliwell Ave. (p4.3) 
1967 Mustang. 302 cu. in. In 
good condit ion. P.S., 
automatic. Phone 635.9737. 
(c5-2n) 
1972 Ford P,U, Automatic. 
1972 Mazda S,W. 
1974 Ford Window Van. 
Automatic. 
Call 635.6636. (c3.31) 
For Sale: 1972 Toyota 
Corolla S.W. 1600 series. 
Phone 635.7958 after 6 p.m. 
(c7-3) 
For Sale: V.8 Vega. Ex. 
cellent condition. High 
performance 350. Phone 635- 
6644. (cl0-nlO) 
I 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile home,' 
from as low as $100.0( 
down. O.A.C. ' i 
Set up and delivered, 
trades welcome; 
Phone collect'591~ 
5105. 
(ctf) 
III 
I = / Invitation toTender 
SEALED TENDERS,  
marked Office Alterations 
for Government Buildlng, 
Smlthers, B.C. wi l l  be 
received up to 3:00 p,m. local 
t ime the 1Sth day of 
November 1978, and those 
available at that t lmewl l l  be 
opened In public at 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation 
4827 Kelth Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 26th day of October 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
.the forms provided, in 
sealed, c lear ly  marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2.1) 
For Sale by Ov.ner: Double 
wide with garage and tool 
shed. Close Io school. Phone 
635-9785. (p10-13) 
12 x 68 three bdrm. trailer. 
Fully furnished. Joey shack, 
laundry rm. Good condition. 
Set upand skirted in Terrace 
Trailer Court. no. 27. Phone 
630.1246. (p20.n221 
REPOSSESSEDAND 
N EW MOBI LE HOMES 
No down payment O.A.C. 
Will fly you into Van. 
couver all expenses paid. 
Phone collect 437-4311 and 
ask for Mr. Starks. 
(a10.27ocl) 
Vanguard Camper. 8'6"  
deluxe. Completely Io~ded. 
Priced to sell! Phone 635- 
4094. (atfn-0261 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:&:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:::.:.:.,-:..:.:::.. 
Buying? 
Selling? 
Use 
HERALD 
WANT ADS 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now avai lable on our lovely 14 ~vide and. 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant  of $2500 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver-  return. For  
free credit check and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 . 
I I 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE, 
If you are in or thinking of gefllng Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada, 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: ~2.1M14 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. tOO percent Canadian Owned Companv 
(cfl.T) 
[ 
/ 
/ 
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I~mtnce'ol MmLttry at 
ib t t i~  Celuml~M F~'esls 
. I  
TIMBER SALE 
, LICENCE A-10732 
i •THERE' will 
be offered for sale at public 
. auction by the Forest 
Ranger at Hazelton, B.C. at 
]1:00 a.n~.-on November 24,~ 
1978, the Llcence A10732, to 
cut 36,230 cunlts of Hemlock, 
Balsam, Spruce, Lodgepole, 
i ' .  Pine,• Cedar located at VCL 
N Boundaryof Lot 3022 in the 
vicinity of Dyne Lake. 
Two (2) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
' timber. 
• , Provided anyone who is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed lender, to be opened 
at Ihe hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be ob. 
lained from the Regional 
Manager Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. or Ihe 
Forest Ranger, Box 215, 
Hazellon, B.C. (oct 
i 3,10,17,24,31, Nov.7,14,21) 
I 5 yr.'old registered Morgan 
gelding. Keer's Warrior 
Further information phone 
638.1494 or 635.3090. (c21-31~ 
LOGGING 
TRUCKS 
WANTED 
Eight logging lruck~ 
required for log haul from 
Hazelton to Kltlmat. 
Starting November 15, 
1978. For further in- 
formation "contact Wayne 
Webber of Metropolitan 
Trading at 
638.8352 
Evenings 635-6948 
(C5-6) 
HERALD 
OLASSlFIEDS 
get results! 
Marsh World ~~.~ i 
~:;; ,, Ducks Unlimited ICan,ldal 
;i~. FEATHER PATTERNS - -  Many and varied are the 
!~i patterns of feathers. Above are shown a few 
':~. examples. (A) A secondary wing feather from a 
female Marsh Hawk, strongly ban'ed'-with dark 
brown. Barring such as this is common among 
the hawks. The body feathers of ducks have a 
I wide range of barred, spotted and finely vermicu- 
: I lated feathers. Shown are, (B) concentric rings, 
' I (C) bold bars, (D) streaked, (E) vermiculated, and 
(F) spotted. Combinations of these feathers in 
various colors make up the overall appearance 
of the bird. In the case of females the effect is 
nearly always one of camouflage. 
t ( - "  
.~o 
.U.: 
.....  :N OWER 
-,,~;. ~ '?,.. . '.,.,.,.:...'::. - . . . . .  
For further information on 
these and other job op. 
portunities, please contacl 
your local Canada Em. 
ployment Centre at 463C 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
PROJECT MANAGER 
Public education services, 
Two required, 
ASST. PROJECT MGR. • 
$138.00 per week, To co- 
ordinate tutors. 
GROUP HOME RELIEF 
PARENTS - Must he couple 
!o relieve regular house. 
parents 8 days a month. 
Wa,00 per month per couple. 
PRE-SCHOOL TEACHERS - 
Must be qualified with 
certificate, 
CHILDRENS LIBRARIAN - 
Must have relevant 
education and-or work ex- 
perience. $6.50 per hour. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER- 
~tewart area, 
FIELD WORKERS - Tutors. 
K38.00 per week. 
COED TEEN CO- 
ORDINATOR - Part time, 
evenings. $5.50 to 6,00 per 
hour. 
INSTRUCTOR For 
recreation programs for 
;pring term. $5.00 to 6.00 par 
~our~ 
PHYSI(~iAN 
General Practice. 18-12 --  15- 
1-79. Ped,, Gynecology and 
obsteterics. 
CLERK TYPIST - Must have 
at least two years office 
experience plus 45 wpm 
typing. 
LOANS CLERK - 45 wpm 
typing. $675.50 per month. 
DENTAL RECEPTIONIST - 
15 wpm typing plus 1 year 
experience, $700,00 to 900.00 
per month, 
DESK CLERK - Evenings, 
Must have previous ex- 
perience. $4.00 per hour 
DOE. 
SALES CLERK - Footwear, 
Must have experience. $4.30 
per hour. 
PARI~ SALESMAN - Must 
have experience in auto 
wrecking, $600.00 per month. 
SALES CLERK - Part time 
for retail clothing store. $3.50 
per hour. 
SALES CLERK - Bakery, 
dellcatessan. Experience 
essential. $3.50 per hour. 
PIZZA COOK - Mature, 
clean cut person, Experience 
not necessary. $3.75 per hour 
DOE, Negotiable. 
CHINESE FOOD COOK 
Must be experienced. 
$1000.00 per month, 
SHORT ORDER COOK - 1% 
hour per day for lunches. 
$3.00 per hour. 
WAITERS & WAITRESSES - 
Several required. Full time 
and part time. 
SERVICE STATION 
COUPLE - Meziadin Lake. 
$1500.00 per month per 
couple. 
BABYSITTERS - Several 
required, in Terrace, Full 
time and part time jobs. 
HOUSEKEEPER - One day 
per week. $3.50 per hour. 
LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER - 
Must be mature. Room and 
beard, 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must be experienced. Neg. 
wages DOE. 
SHINGLE SAWYER- Fully 
experienced only. $5.00 per 
squore. 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
Must be experienced. Ap- 
prentice with two or more 
years experience would be 
acceptable, Union wage. 
CABINET MAKER - Must 
have experience and be 
familiar with tools. TBA. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified, t~3C0.00 per 
month, 
RADIATOR REPAIRMAN - 
Should have previous ex- 
perience. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Fully 
qualified with TQ, Two 
positions (one in Terrace & 
one in Port Clements). 
CAT SKINNER with 
Equipment - (CAT) - To 
build roads and landing. 
CONSTRUCTION ELEC- 
TRICIAN - Terrace. Must be 
fully qualified. Union rate. 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC 
- Britannia Beach. General 
maintenance, skidders. IWA 
+ 13.00 per hr. 
PROJECT FOREMAN - 
Must have good building 
skills. $180.00 per week, 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
MUst have experience in 
chain link fences, DOE. 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER 
Must be experienced and 
have air ticket, Commission 
or wages. $3.00 to 9.00 per 
hour, 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN Must be 
journeyman or have four 
years experience, 
/ 
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DEAR ABBY: Jim and I have been married for over 
40 years. We are both in our late 60s and still love each 
other deeply. However, due to Jim's impotence, we 
have not been sexually active for at least hree years. 
This has not altered our relationship one iota. We still 
have a wonderful marriage and don't feel necessarily 
deprived, 
Abby, I resent he constant bombardment from TV, 
radio and newspaper and magazine articles insisting 
that anyone who is under 90 and isn't sexually active 
should rush out and get some kind of therapy in order 
to live a "full life" again. 
Jim and I DO live a full life. Sign me ... 
CONTENTED 
DEAR CONTENTED: If you're contented, fine. But 
the bombardment you resent is intended for the older 
person who buys the myth (and it IS a myth) that sex is 
for the young only, 
Not true. Of course, with increasing age comes the 
natural slowing down of the entire body, sexual ac- 
tivities included, but they need not stop. 
After all, just because you can no longer Charleston 
all night doesn't mean you can't waltz for an hour. 
DEAR ABBY: I have been going with a woman for 
nearly two years and I have never seen her in a dress! 
She absol_u_tely refus~ to wear one. 
I have quit'taking her out in public because she in- 
sists on wearing pants everywhere. Once, I even gave 
her money to buy a dress, but that didn't do any good. 
Tell me, Abby, is there something wrong with her? 
Or do you think maybe I'm expecting too much? 
GLEN 
DEAR GLEN: There is remote possibility that her 
legs are disfigured, or she considers them un- 
presentable. / 
in any case, it's her right to wear whatever she 
chooses, and it's your right to refuse to escort her for 
reosons of young own. 
DEAR ABBY: Will you please put something inyour 
• column that would be a tremendous help to a lot of 
people? 
I refer to those individuals who are constantly 
complaining about heir aches and pains. To hear them 
talk, nobody except themselves ver had a bad back, or 
stomach trouble or any kind of operation. No matter 
how hard the listener tries to steer the conversation to
a more pleasant subject, these chronic omplainers go 
on and on about their ailments. It's really too 
depressing for words. 
A lot of these folks read your column. Please give 
them some kind of message. A gentle hint does no good. 
They go on and on. 
TIRED OF HEARING IT 
DEAR TIRED: We are all familiar with the type of 
"organ recital" you describe. In this connection, no 
one has topred the advice of the late Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox: 
"Talk health. The dreary, never.ending tales of 
mortal maladies are worn and stale. You cannot 
charm or Interest or please by harping on that minor 
cord.disease. So, say that you are well, and all is wall 
with you. And God will hear your words and make 
them true." 
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of 
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be 
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send It 
with a long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) en- 
velope to Abby. 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
90313. 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
What  kii~d of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
.your birth sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Be patient with difficult 
friend or associate. It's a case 
o~ the bark being worse than 
the bite. 
T U.US 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Don't try to impress others 
with your wit. Let your work 
speak for your integrity, el- 
flc/ency and overa]/worth. 
(May 22 to Jane 21) !11' 
An unexpected interruptton 
may upset the order of your 
day. Instead of dwelling on the 
inconvenience, get on with the 
Job at hand. 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) ~ 
Romance b definitely in 
your forecast today providing 
you don't spoil things by being 
critical, Jealous or demun- 
d~g. 
f t  P. f~ 
IJuly to Aug. 
You will be attracted to 
someone new, and the feeling 
is mutual. Think twice before 
you make plans that could 
change your life completely. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
A proposed trip ezdtes your 
imaginattun. You'll have a 
pleasant evening planning the 
itinerary down to the smallest 
detail. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -gg'~ ~ 
Snap out of the doldrums 
and f l~t an urge to be 
reclusive. Friends await the 
pleasure of your co~npany. 
scomo No,.-,)m,,'lP (Oct, ~4 to 
Your past catches up with 
you in the nieeet possible way: 
An old debt will be repaid with 
love and interest. 
SAGr lT~J8  ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
It's a good tMng no one can 
read your mind, Your 
thoughts could get you in 
trouble, Better change your 
focus. 
When it comes to a certain 
w,,  stop trying to impress. 
Relax, let nature takers  
course and you'll fare better in 
the long run. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
The wheel of fortune is 
spinning in your direction... 
look to save money or make 
money in an unexpected way. 
(Feb, 20 to Mar. 20) 
Good vibrutibns where 
romance is concerned, but 
better say no to a tempting 
proposition from someone you 
suspect is up to no good. 
YOU BORN TODAY can 
have the world at your feet. 
With your versatility, powers 
of persuasion, extrovertish 
personality and keen mind, 
you have the qualifies aborn 
leader. Realize your full 
potential and sky b the limit. 
You could score in public 
office, would make a superb 
doctor or psychiatrist, or 
might find fulfillment in 
writing or the theater. 
Science, finance, architecture 
or agriculture are other 
possibilities. Birthdate of: 
Chiang Kai-shek, Chinese 
leader; Christopher Wren, 
architect; Lee Grant, actress. 
@1978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
flCPJ Aff 
t 
* ,  " 
I i 'There $ a guy at the door wants to know what I 
think of 'women's lib.' What shall I tell him?" 
.............................................. = . . . .  -.~ . I 
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(Crossword 
- -  I 
ACROSS 
1 Spanish 
queen 
4 Arabian 
rulers 
9 Danish 
weight 
12 Tier 
13 Eagles's nest 
14 Mimic 
15 Pasture 
17 Never 
(Get.) 
18 Indian 
19 Sewed 
21 Declared 
for score 
24 Girl's 
name 
25 Money of 
account 
26 Edge 
28 Slights 
31 Kitchen 
items 
33 Gov't. org. 
35 Landed 
36 Senior 
38 Append 
40 Samuel's 
teacher 
41 Support 
43 Character 56 Marry again '10 British 
in "Tobacco 59 Doris or painter 
Road" Dennis 11 Act 
45 Satin fabric DOWN 16 Turf 
47 Biblical 1 Work unit 20 Town in' 
name 2 And not Sicily 
48 Statute 3 Milkfish 31 Sulk 
49 Fixed 4 Religious 22 Of an age 
boundary festival 23 Military 
objects 5 Tuneful strength 
54 Native of: 6 Author 27 Miss 
a suffix Levin Farrow 
55 Funeral 7 Wash lightly 29 Liver 
oraUon 8 Jewish secretion 
56 Moray festivals 30 Rouse 
57 Weight of 9 Automobile 32 Betel nut 
India body 34 Decree 
Average solution time: 27 min. 37 Certain 
canary 
Supposed 
42 Noted 
clergyman 
'@I High note 
45 Ancient 
Greek 
country 
46 London 
gallery 
50 The present 
51 Communist 
10-23 53 Large parrot 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 53 Crafty 
12 ~13 
15 ~16 I 
25 M26 
,, I 
36 137 
45 46 
18 M49 
54 ~55 
57 1~58 
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CRYPTOqUIP 10-23 
P IOZ P 'RMFB-V IMVVBI  OFRZ FZ-  
LOAABH AVDLNH VMDINAVA 
Saturday's Cryptequlp - - GOLDEN MARIGOIJ~ LIGHT UP 
AUTUMN GARDEN PATHS. 
Today's Cryptoquip due: M equis O 
The Cryptequlp is a ulmple subditution dplm" In which each 
letter used stands for another. It you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letien, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is aecomplbhed by trim and errm'. 
(~)19'/8 Kin s Features S]mdicate, Inc. 
•? 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. By Stan Lee and John Romita/ 
/ NEVER ~ BETTER~ I#EA)~I LITTLE FELLA A .~ NOW I1" N#$ AS IACTEI~ THIS /CALL THE J~ AIAN/41 i LcT'I~L~F oLF A A~n~"LkN~V~:~J I~No j~ J 
CA TFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
SN,d,,,' 
S lp/ 
StoP/ 
~NtP/ 
-~IP! 
--~he/ 
SNip/ 
the WIZARD OF ID 
':11 'l,[ ~ I1~11 "1 ~'- ' ................ .~ 
' :,i',',,?I ~1 ~Lte,/e.Y'oUV~ I 
', ~ '1 6ee~ Re.K~ .~ m. ~ 1~ Jill 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
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NATFoN#,L. 6~tL.E WEEK, JOHN P 
DOONESBURY 
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Sk~num Mall ~ Gramt.'~Ola~lng; Supp., Tues., Oct: 31, 1978.- 
.... ~ ...... 635-2312 
Lumlmt~ SKEENA MALL 
tlappY to " '  
of the 
Nall ~,:.oject 
part 
Congratu la t ions  ! 
Natural rock mason Fireplace-Barbecue-Patio 
Stucco.Brick.Block-Cement 
P.O. Box 2456 
:=  i~=i~i ¸ ~i; ~ i!i~!!~ 
Fireman watches as building burns to 
clear site for present mall. 
RTIN 
E.8  . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  ? 
Congratu  n 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS SKEENA 
~i~ , i ;  .I i 
ons  
MALL 
We were proud to serve 
the Skeena Mall as the 
General Contractors. 
May the years ahead 
bring you much prosperity. 
MacKAY 
Superintendant 
6 1 1 1 4 E t t  4 ~ '~P4nt  ~ ~ 1 4 . ' [  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t . . . . .  ' . . . .  l , . . . .  f 4 p ~  t . I  t 
New mall situated 
on old church site 
The property on which tim Skeena. 
Mall is situated was sold to 
Cloverlawn D.evelopment by the 
Catholic Church in 1971. 
The Church • had gradually 
acquired the property over the 
• years, beginning in 1914,when its 
small parish church building was 
constructed. 
Harvey Doll, who ~ame to Terrace 
in 1923, says he remembers that 
there were only about 20 to .30 
members of the congregation. 
The population of Terrace in the 
early 1920's was about 400 people, 
says Emil Haugland, who was 
.Terraee's mayor from 1932 to 1957. 
The property surrounding the 
• church was residential property and 
some of the owners included George 
Gregory, Jack Cobb, Blackie Mc- 
Conneil and Robert Braun, whose 
namesake is Braun's Island. 
Ollie Besner, who is well known in 
Prince Rupert as a land developer, 
donated five acres of his Terrace 
property to the church. 
As property became available, the 
church purchased the land 
surrounding it for its own future 
development. 
In 1956 and 1957 the church pur- 
chased property from Vic Nelson, 
who operated a motel on the land 
and Charlie Adams, who founded the 
Tillicum Theatre on the north side of 
Lakelse Ave. .  
Veritas Hall Was completed in1958 
and the school was butR in 1959. The 
convent was built st the rear of the 
church property after the school had 
been completed. Part of the land on 
which this church complex was built 
bad been usedl by a previous land 
owner for a strawberry field which 
had been a prosperous business for 
him. 
Canadian Propane Gas and Oil 
Ltd. owned a small ot which is now 
part of the parking lot at the nor- 
theast corner of the Skeena Mall 
complex. 
The convent was moved in 1972 to 
its present location. The school 
building was moved in 1973 and 
incorporated into the present 
modern facility on Straume Ave. 
The old church building and the old 
Veritas Hall were bothdestroyed to 
make way for the excavation of the 
Skeena Mall. 
Cloverlawn sold the property to 
Abacus Ltd. last fall after five years 
of .uncertainty about the growth 
potential of Terrace's economy. 
Construction was begun on the mall 
last April and businesses began 
operating at the complex on October 
14 and 25. 
• . = !  
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TROPIOAL SULLIES 
CONGRA TUI.A TIONS on the 
GRAND OPENING of the 
SKEENA MALL 
EUGEN WOESTE 635-6993 
C C ULTEiI 
EL| TR!C 
LIMITED 
and 
TWINRIVER 
ELECTRIC 
LIMITED 
... are pleased to have been the 
eiectrical contractors for the 
S~:eena Mall. BEST WISHES & 
G(~OD LUCK for a prosl~erous 
t • t ., 
¸ 
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insulation S s r v i o o s , ~  
Ltd. 
765.1454 
P.O. Box 404 
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Congratulations 
SKEENA MALL Cars filling the extensive parking lot is 
a sure sign the long-awaited mall is open. 
ED'S PAINTING & DECORATING sss-2117 
: ' I o 'C~/ I  " 
Congratulates 
Skeena Mall 
~,j? 
,on its 
Grand Opening 
i r 
Put t ing  up s ign is .... a t r icky job = 
.... ~==::,:~2/ 
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635-5932 
3628 Crescent, Terrace 
Construction continues 
right up to last minute 
"We're going to be working up to Opening days are from 9:30 a.ni. to 9 
the last second for the opening," p.m. from Nov. I to 3 and from 9:30 
says Lorne Dyck, manager of ~a.m. to6p.m, on Nov. 4. The Terrace 
Skeena Mall in Terrace. 
The official opening date of the 
mall is Nov. 1 at 9 o.m. with Mayor 
Dave Maroney on hand to cut the 
ribbon. Thornhlll Jr. Secondary 
School Band will perform at the 
opening ceremonies, Mike Tindall, 
president of the Terrace Chamber of 
Commerce, will be master of 
ceremonies• 
Dyck has extended an invitation to 
Terrace residents to attend the 
opening of the mall. Last week 
Overwaitea nd K mart opened and 
another 12 stores are expected to 
open on  Nov. 1. 
The mall hours for the Grand 
Pipes and Drums Band will perform 
on Thursday between 7:30 p.m. and 8 
p.m.. The Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
Band will hold a repeat performance 
on Friday between 7:30 p.m. and 8 
p.m. On Saturday orchids will be 
given to the first 1,000 ladies to enter 
the mall. 
K mart will be open from'9:30 a.m. 
to 9:30 p.m. on Wednesdays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. Tt will be 
open from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. during 
the other three shopping days. 
The mall will be open from 9:30 
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Thursdays and 
Fridays and from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
during the other four shopping days. 
Skeena Mall will have 
something for everyone 
Skeena Mall, Terrace's largest 
shopping centre, is expected to 
house 14 stores which will be ready 
for customers when the mall opens 
on Nov. 1. 
They are Overwaitea, K mart, 
Northern Drugs, Young Ideas 
Children's Boutique, Copp the Shoe 
Man, Jeans North,. Carters 
Jewellers, Shefield and Sons 
( tobaccon is t ) ,  Mountainview 
Bakery, Terrace Sight and Sound, 
Second Look Studios, Silhouette 
Fashions, Reitman's (ladies 
fashions), Mantique and Paragon 
Insurance. 
Other stores going into the mall 
will be Haida Travel, Fuzzy Orange, 
Cole's-Books, Kermode Cleaners, 
Modern Eyes Opticals and A & W 
Restaurant. These stores plan to 
open during November. 
Congratu/at/ ns 
, , ,  we w~re p /~ssed  
d 
sup , y s/gns the 
Skeena M~Z/. 
NORTHERN 
SCREEN 
PRINTS 
AND 
A COMPLETE $1GN 
8ER VICE 
S gGH$ 
• 4431 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
PHONE 635-3393 
~.:.  . . . . .  ) ~ . .  
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ON YOUR 
GRAND OPENING 
Construction involved many skilled 
tradesmen to get everything just right. 
"Co ngratula t ions " 
_ SKEENA MALL  
ALL-I (S 
GLASS 
smvm TMJ .omw.T TERRACE LTD. 
3010H Kalum Street 638-1166 
We are pleased to have been the subcontractors 
,or, e,l..s and store,ron,s.. ) 
.May your opentng be a btg success and a great : 
service to our community. 
RLY 
The Herald, Skeena Mall Grand Opening Supp., Tues., Oct. 31, 1978, Page 7 
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We are happy to have been the local 
suppliers of building material for 
Skeena Mall complex. 
Proud to be the suppliers and installers of the vinyl 
and~carpeting of Kmart, Overwaitea and mall stores. 
No job too large, too small. 
Home or mall we do it all. 
Congratulations L 
4805 W. Highway 16 635-7254 
f .~ :  :;,~... 
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Stacked shelves and spacious aisles 
await the shopper at Overwaitea. 
I I I I 
And customers find the Overwaitea meat 
counter loaded with fresh meat, cut and 
wrapped bv their butchers. 
We are pleased to have had 
the opportunity to install our fire 
and burglar alarms in the new 
SKEENA MALL. 
636,6986 
We are happy to 
have taken part 
in the decorating 
of various stores 
in the Mall! 
i :¸ 
~i!: i~!~ :
• i ¸¸,,% 
We wish each merchant and 
the SKEENA MALL much success 
in the future. 
4650 Lakelse 636-3863 
CongratulatiOns 
on your 
GRAND 
OPENING 
!1 
Herald, SIc~ma* Mall Grand .Opening Suplp., Tues., O,:t. 31, 1978, Page 9 
In addition to the major tenants there is 
a mall with numbers Of specialty shops. 
Mayor plaoes first spike 
t 
m 
'ASPHALT PAVING 
• PARKING AREAS 
• TENNIS COURT 
"DRIVEWAYS 
"PATCHING 
It has been our 
pleasure to be a 
part o f  
I 
Skeena Mall Project. 
Congratulations 
Terrace 
on your 
new 
shopping centre. 
• r 
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i Paragon Insurance  
S ight  & Sound 
Mountv iew Bakery  
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
for 
Fuzzy  Orange 
W£ extend our warmest best wishes to all merchants. 
C ONGRA TULA TiONS 
ON YOUR 
G RA ND 0 PENING 1 
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.,ontracting 
General Contractors 
for 
MA.NTIQUE 
"Congratulations on your opening 
and much success in the future." 
6234 Halliwell, Terraoe 
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   on ratulat ions...., i 
to 
Skeena mall 
the 
General Contractors 
Subcontractors 
and their 
Employees 
Terrace/Kitimat 
daily herald 
3212 KALUM ST, TERRACE 636-6357 
